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The teachers' evaluation of the inservice education
program revealed that, generally, they found the program to
be a valuable experience.

They found that they had a greater

awareness of the importance of teaching the reading and study
skills, that they were making a conscious effort to teach
these skills and that the techniques and activities which
the intern provided helped them to teach the skills.

However,

they also said that such a program would be of more benefit
if it were implemented at the beginning of the school year.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
It is generally agreed that in Newfoundland many
high school students do . not possess adequate reading and
study skills.

The intern felt that this lack of student

competence was, in part, due to inadequate preparation of
teachers to teach these skills.

He decided, therefore, to

undertake an internship in a junior high school in which the
teachers were willing to undergo a period of inservice
education in teaching reading and study skills in selected
content areas.
Purpose

The purpose of the internship was to develop an
inservice training program designed to help teachers of
grades seven to nine become familiar "i.'lith various m2thods
and activities in teaching the reading and study skills
appropriate to mathematics, general science, English
liter c>~ ture

and social studies.
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2

Need for the Internship
One of the major reasons for the high dropout rate
of students in secondary schools in Newfoundland is their
inability to read effectively

~ertain

or all of the materials

that they are obliged to study (Kennedy 1965).

One cause of

this inability could be that students generally are not being
taught the reading and study skills necessary to cope with
the specific content areas.

This lack of instruction has

not been a matter of neglect on the part of secondary school
teachers.

Until recently there has been little or no concern

with the teaching of reading in the majority of secondary
schools.

Many teachers, therefore, are inadequately prepared

to teach those skills.

In addition, those teachers who

recognize the need for teaching reading skills in high school
generally regard it as the responsibility of the English
teacher.

Furthermore, many teachers feel that their

responsibility is to teach content and they assume that when
students enter high school, they have previously acquired
sufficient knowledge of the necessary reading skills.
If students are going to be able to cope with the
content areas, they have to be taught how to read effectively.
If teachers are going to teach reading and study skills,
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they must be made aware of the skills and the methods to
teach them.
Objectives
The intern was responsible for an inservice training
program of eight weeks duration involving teachers in a junior
high school.

Since the teachers were already aware of the

need for teaching reading and study skills, the program was
concerned with developing methods and activities for teaching
those skills associated with specific content areas.
The purpose of the internship was essentially to
achieve the following objectives:
1.

To work with the teachers in identifying the

reading and study skills associated with each of the content
areas.
2.

To work with the teachers in developing tech-

niques for teaching thei r students those reading and study
skills.
3.

To work with the staff in developing a program

for the following school year, based on the suggestions
compiled during the internship.
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Organization of

R~~ort

This chapter has included a discussion of the purnose
of the program, the need for this type of
obj~ctives

pressnt

R

the intern 'tvished to achieve.
revie~

of related research.
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Chapter two will

In chapter three, the

procedures the intern used will be outlined.
wi ll be

~oncerned

of the ;_:>rograrn.
nrog-r::~.m

with the

t~achers'

Chapter five will

and the

Chapter four

and intern's evaluation

co~tain

a

su~~a~y

of the

and the intern's conclusions and recommendations.

Chapter 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Available research indicates that there are reading
skills unique to specific content areas and hence implies the
need for teaching students those skills.
McCallister (1930) analyzed the reading activities
involved in studying American history, mathematics and
general science, using the students in grades seven and eight
of the Laboratory Schools of the University of Chicago.
Procedures included visiting classrooms to become acquainted
with the methods of teaching and the materials used, careful
analysis of the reading activities required to read the
materials, analysis of the pupils' written reports and his
personal observations of study activities to determine their
difficulties in performing the reading activities.
Five units of instruction with school visits
continued for approximately five months.

The work plan

consisted of (1) general directions with regard to study
activities, (2) directions for exercises designed to teach
the essential points in the unit and (3) a list of reference
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mate r ials.

McCalliste r presented the pupils with a problem

and r equired them to write a repo r t showing the solution.
An obse r ver questioned each student and took notes during his
at tempt to find the solution.

Analysis of the ·notes

di sclosed fifty reading difficulties classified into six
c ategories as follows:

(1) methods of attack,

(2) recognizing

r elations, (3) knowledge of subject matter , (4) deficiencies
i n vocabulary, (5) inaccuracies and (6) lack of clearness in
di rections given to pupils.
On the basis of this analysis, the investigator
c oncluded that the successful study of a subject depends on
t he teaching techniques emphasized and on the reading material
a ssigned.

Gene r ally, the skills needing development we r e

methods of attack, recognizing relations, performing the
t ypes of thinking requi r ed by var ious subjects, overcoming
di fficulties with vocabulary and accurate

inte 1~ pretation.

Robinson and Hall (1941) reinforced and narrowed
s omewhat McCalliste r 's g e neral conclusions in a study whe r e
t hey attempted to ascertain if the r e we r e any higher level
r ead i ng abilities involve d in

~- eading

a r t, geology, fiction

and history (history con s i s ted of Rus s ian and Canadian).
The s tudy involved 205 students in eight sections of a

r equi red course in educational psychology at Ohio State
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University.

The students were rnade . up mostly of freshmen

and sophrnores; some juniors were included as well as some
seniors and one graduate student.

The investigators

administered five reading rate and comprehension accuracy
tests on passages from the four areas, varying in length and
time allowed for reading.

They found that on rate scores,

correlations varied from .54 between fiction and geology to
.98 between Russian and Canadian history.

On comprehension

accuracy scores, correlations varied from .16 between fiction
and geology to .96 between Russian and Canadian history.
On the basis _of such analysis, Robinson and Hall
concluded that an individual will demonstrate several
different reading abilities in reading different subject
matters.

Further, the correlations obtained for both Russian

and Canadian history on rate and comprehension accuracy
indicated a basic reading skill for history.
Swenson (1942) used 217 eighth grade students to
study the relationships among various types of reading scorLs
and scores on tests based on science material.

He compared

scores on rate, vocabulary and comprehension from the Traxler
Silent Reading Test, Form One, for grades seven through ten
~ ith

scores on rate, vocabulary and compr ehension from a

science test developed by the investigator and based on the
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science materials the students were using.

He matched the

seventy-five students with highest scores and the seventyfive students with lowest scores on the basis of mental age
and chronological age.

All subsequent analyses were made

on the matched pairs.

The investigators made a t test com-

parison between the matched groups on the components measured:
~cience

reading total (16.35), science reading rate (5.86),

science vocabulary (8.74), science comprehension (9.29);
Traxler reading total (10.61), Traxler reading rate (5.62),
Traxler vocabulary (6.76), Traxler comprehension (6.26).
Swenson concluded that relationships exist between
different reading abilities and various content areas and
also that relationships exist between varying levels of
subject matter and types of reading skills demanded.

Further-

more, Swenson concluded that teachers should take those
differences into account when teaching their

sp~cific

content

areas.
Shore's study ( 1943) carried S\venson' s observations
A

step further.

He studied the skills related to the ability

to read history and

scienc~

by adm i nistering tests of com-

prehensi on for both subjects to 308 ninth graders.

He com-

pared good and poor readers of the subjects for differences

jn mean ability in each of the measured skills.

Shore
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first
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~-n
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ty~~

extent depennent nryon the content matte::- being

vario~s

of material

re~ding

an.":>l~rsis

(l) b y ninth g rade, students' readin~ proficiency

1;-lr .~P.

read, (2)

raading ~hilities are ?ssoci~ted
re~d a~d

history as r-•?11 as

~c~~~nsibility

of th?

s~ills

s~~cific

te?ch~rs

~~~~2

lr '):)5.no- frail o:1c subir.:ct to ?"'l.oth.e-:.._ )

I

qith the
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to readtng science.

The teach ; _1.:; of such ski 1) s, ha fnrther C·T .:1clud2rl,

'-

8Pd

reJat.e-::1 to science.

B.s

Sh01::'e 's co':1clusions steT"J.ming from this

is to a.

were

ir the lov7 2r level.s of signific9nce or of no

si~nificence

included:
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the skills
OY

i s th'=

re over-

ir: t:lt.e inrli idual
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relationships between general reading comprehension and
reading comprehension in the social studies.

The invest-

igator administered six tests, among them a general reading
comprehension test, a non-verbal abilities test and several
social studies achievement and comprehension tests.

The

tests required a total of five hours to administer, with no
more than three weeks between tests.
eleventh grade students.

The subjects were 242

The factors measured included

ability to obtain facts, ability to organize, ability to
interpret, ability to apply generalizations, ability to
perceive logical relationships, ability to evaluate arguments,
command of general reading vocabulary and command of social
studies vocabulary.

The correlations between those factors

of comprehension and the criterion measure of reading comprehension in the social studies ranged from .58 for ability
to evaluate arguments to .83 for ability to interpret.
Artley concluded that there are different factors at
work in reading

comprehe~sion

in social studies; it is as

important to know history's specialized vocabulary as it is
to know the facts of history; the ability to read general
material and the ability to read social studies material
seem to be associated.
Maney and Sochor (1958) undertook two complementary
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studies using 513 fifth graders in the last month of the
school year from urban Philadelphia~ Pennsylvania.

They

studied the relationships among general reading ability and
lit eral and critical reading in science (Maney) and social
studies (Sochor).

They used the Gates Reading Survey as a

te st of general reading comprehension, the Pinter General
Abi lity Test as a measure of verbal intelligence and their
own developed measures of literal and critical reading.
Li teral reading was defined as the ability to interpret at a
l ow level, using the information directly stated (Maney, 1958).
Cr itical reading was defined as the ability to interpret at
a higher level than literal, such as the ability to sense
s emantic variation, to recognize central theme, to draw
i nferences and to generalize (Maney, 1958).
The investigators found the Pearson product moment
c orrelations to be .75 and .76, respectively, between general
r eading ability and literal reading in science and social
s tudies but reduced to .35 and .41 with intelligence held
c onstant.

Between general reading and critical

rea~ing,

the

c orrelations were .60 in science and .64 in social studies
bu t reduced to .11 and .17 with intelligence partialled out.
The correlations between literal reading and critical reading
were .67 in science and .61 in social studies but reduced to
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.34 and .23 when intelligence was held constant.
These findings led them to conclude that there is a
relationship between general reading and c r itical reading in
science and social studies; there is a high relationship
between general reading ability and literal . reading in science
and social studies; there is a substantial relationship
between literal and critical reading in both science and
social studies.

The relationship between reading in science

and social studies and general reading, however, was not
per fect and therefore these abilities were not considered as
being identical.
A later study by Shores and Saupe (1953) supports the
final conclusions of Maney and Sochor.

The study examined

the relationship between reading for problem-solving in
sci ence and mental age language, mental age non-language,
reading age, arithmetic age and chronological age.

They

administered the New California Short-form Test of Mental
Maturity and the Progressive

Achieve~ent

Tests to eight

thousand Illinois City fourth, fifth and sixth graders to
obtain correlations among the five ages and achievement.
The investigators also deve lop e d and administer ed a problemsolving test in science to 214 fourth, fifth and sixth
grad e rs.

Results of 182 of the 214 cases were tabulated and
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corr elations found between results of both

s&~pling

populations.
The investigators' most relevant correlations
included a .73 correlation between science reading and
reading age,

a

.69 correlation between science reading and

men tal age language and a .57 correlation between mental age
non-language and science reading.

The lowest correlation was

between science reading and chronological age (.09) and the
highest correlation existed between arithmetic age and
r eading age (.91).
Analysis of the results led

~he

investigators to

c onclude that although the reading of fourth, fifth and
sixth graders in science has a great deal in common 'vith
g eneral reading ability, mental ability and general achievement, there is still an element in science reading for which
those factors cannot account.
Some of the preceding studies imply, directly or
indirectly 1 teacher responsibility in teaching reading a n d
study skills in the content areas.

Shores, for example,

men tions that teachers a r e res p ons i ble either ind ividually
or j ointly for t eaching read ing skills associated with history
and science.
a~d

McCa llister discusses techni ques of teaching

Swenson conclud es that teach e rs n eed to t a ke into a ccount
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var ious differences relating to skills and content.

Other

studies also undertaken deal with teachers' attitudes toward
c ompetencies in teaching reading skills in content areas.
Patterson (1958) undertook an investigation to
de termine the role played by high school teachers in the
i mprovement of reading instruction.

He prepared twelve

g eneral statements relating to the participation of the
classroom teacher in supplementing the formal instructional
p rogram of reading in high school and asked thirty-one
t eachers to react to each statement by agreeing, agree.ing
wi th reservations, disagreeing with reservations or disagr eeing.

Specific suggestions were also made to teachers

r egarding practices they were following in the classroom.
Twenty-nine teachers agreed they ought to know how
t o organize a reading program.

Twelve agreed that they

should be giving students help in developing good reading
skills in the content areas.

Five agreed that seminars

should be held to aid teachers in teaching the reading skills.
On the other hand, while thirty teachers were helping
students become word conscious, only two were sectioning
students in class according to reading abilities.

Twenty-

f our gave supplemental reading assignments whereas eight
wer e supplying the reluctant reader with the right book, and
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four teen were teaching students how to skim material.

Further

ana lysis of the responses, however, indicated that generally
teachers wanted to be more effective in the area of applying
reading techniques, but they felt incompetent because of the
specialized training necessary.
A study by McGinnis (1961) both substantiates and
elaborates on Patterson's findings.

She investigated the

tra ining received by secondary school teachers to prepare
them for instruction in reading in secondary school.

The

investigator mailed questionnaires to one thousand teachers
fr om eighty-three counties in the State of Michigan.

Five

hundred seventy questionnaires were completed and returned.
In addition, she administered sixteen questions regarding
their instruction in reading to 1,029 college freshmen
enrolled at Western Michigan University.

The responses of

bo th teachers and freshmen were tabulated and compared by
means of t scores.
Forty-five of the respondent teachers emphasized the
ne ed for developmental reading in high. school.

Twenty-eight

sai d that the responsibility for such a program should not
be assumed by the high school teacher.

Twelve said they had

n ot received instruction in reading in their professional
tra ining except at the graduate level.

Over half (61 pe r cent)
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of the student respondents indicated that teachers had not
shown them how to .improve their reading.

Ninety percent said

they were all required to read from the same text.
The preceding rexamples were typical of the results
ob tained by the investigator and she concluded that there
wa s a definite need for improved reading

instru~tion

at the

secondary level but that teachers were not providing, nor
wer e they equipped to provide, this instruction.
A later survey taken by Braam and Roehm (1964)
at tempted to determine (a) if teachers were familiar with
the skills necessary for successful reading in the subject
ar eas, (b) if they were aware of reading strengths and
weaknesses of their students, (c) if familiarity with skills
and awareness of students' abilities existed among some
t eachers but not among others, and (d) if teachers exposed
t o formal courses or inservice guidance were more aware of
t he necessary reading skills and students' strengths and
weaknesses than those teachers who .'tvere not g ive n such help.
The investigators sent questionnaires containing
six questions to sixteen schools with a request that a
representative teacher from each of nine subject areas be
a sked to complete and return a cQpy.
schools were received and analyzed.

Responses from fifteen
The teachers listed a
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t otal of sixty-three skills in which their students were
least competent.

The skills were ranked in order of ten

categories according to the frequency with which they were
mentioned.

The skills which teachers considered most

important for students to have but in which their students
were least competent were comprehension, critical reading,
v ocabulary and reading rate.
The data obtained by Braam and Rohem indicated that
28 percent of the responding science teachers had received
t raining in the teaching of reading, 68 percent of the
s chools had a reading program and 78 percent of the schools
h ad a reading specialist or reading teacher.
The investigators concluded that the knowledge of
r eading skills of the content area teacher was not parallel
to that of reading experts.
erable discrepancy.

Indeed, there existed consid-

The familiarity or unfamiliarity of

teachers with reading skills was almost uniform according to
the various fields.

They further CJncluded that teachers

must have the skills themselves in order to teach their
s tudents the skills.

The investigators finally suggested

t hat teachers should first be made aware of the need to teach
t he reading skills before they are given inseYvice training
or formal training in the area, otherwise such training is
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of little value.
A later study by Olson and Rosen (1967) not only
re inforces Braam and Rohem but points toward the state of
confusion that exists in teaching reading in the content
areas.

The investigators collected from 41 schools the

re sponses of 585 junior and senior high school teachers to
a checklist involving their practices relating to reading.
The investigators also asked the forty-one principals of those
schools the degree to which they thought the
employed by their teachers.

~ractices

were

Chi-square analysis on the

r esponses to the twenty item checklist to determine the
s i gnificance of difference in choices revealed that resDonses
d iffered significantly at the .01 level between principals
and teachers.
The investigators observed that there '-'las a discre-oa ncy between the practices of teachers and the information
th ey believed they had available to them.
t he

inform~tion

The use made of

indicated confusion or lack of application.

As a result, the investigators concluded that there vras a need
f or a more systematic appro a ch to the use of instructional
ma terials.
Smith and Otto (1969) also s urveyed teacher attitudes
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toward teaching reading in the content areas.

They

exper imented with a personal improvement course in reading
for secondary teachers rather than an inservice training
program.

The investigators collected and analyzed data on

nine teen junior and senior high school teachers to determine
if t eachers experienced any change in their attitude toward
teaching the reading skills in their content areas.

Three

reading specialists and one university professor worked in
teams of two.

An inventory constructed to measure the

dir ection and intensity of the teachers' attitudes toward
teaching reading in the content areas revealed pre- and
pos t-instruction reliability coefficients .87 and .85
res pectively.
Thirteen subjects indicated that they felt more able
to improve their students' reading after doing the course
in reading.

Eleven said they were more willing to make

reading instruction a part of their regular programs.
The conclusions were that the reading
course had positive value in that the

m~jority

im~rovement

of those who

unde rwent the course both improved their reading skills and
indi cated that reading skills should be taught in the content
area s.
Otto (1969) independently administered a fourteen
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item attitude inventory to thirty-eight junior high and
forty -nine senior hi gh teachers from schools in Wisconsin
City .

The purpose was to measure the attitudes of these

teachers to\vard teaching reading in the content areas.
The responses showed that 60 percent of senior high
teachers agreed that students should know what there is to
kno'v about reading before they leave elementary school,
whereas of the junior high school ·teachers, only 39 percent
agr eed while 57 percent disagreed with the statement.

Forty-

eight percent of senior high teachers agreed that every
teacher is a teacher of re1ding, whereas 71 percent of junior
high teachers a greed.

Reliability coefficients varied from

.836 for junior high school teach ers' resnonses to .915 for
senior high school teachers'
Otto

su~med

res~onses.

up his conclusions by saying that many

t eachers recognized the need for reading instruction in
h igh school and that they were willing to accept the
re s p onsibility for this instruction.
that teachers felt t h e need for

~ ore

He further concluded
training in t e aching the

soe cial skills if they wer e to acce n t this res oonsibility.
Simmons (1963) develo1ed a t h eoretically sound
high school reading oro gr am .

From the program, the
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investigator developed a forty item questionnaire on reading
principles and practices at the secondary level.

He sent

the questionnaire to 152 teachers from the areas of
Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa and Wisconsin
and received one hundred twenty-seven completed questionnair es for analysis.
Twenty-one teachers felt that it was the English
teacher's responsibility to organize the reading program.
Ten teachers felt it was the responsibility of the
administration.

Seven teachers felt it was the domain of

the reading specialist.

Information showing professional

training for teaching reading indicated that English teachers
and administrators generally were the least qualified to
organize a program and teach reading._ Thirty-one of the
teachers had no formal training in reading.
The investigator concluded that even though the
English teacher was the poorest prepared, the other teachers
thought it was his responsibility te initiate and organize
a reading program at the sec.ondary level.
The preceding resear ch suggested several generalizat ions con cerning the teaching of reading in the content
area s .

It pointed toward the idea that there are reading

and study skills unique to content a r eas.

It -showed also
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that students are not being taught the reading and study
skills and that teachers in general are not prepared to
teach those skills.

Finally, the research implied that the

responsibility for teaching the reading and study skills
lies with the teacher of the content areas.

Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY
After receiving permission from a local school board
reading supervisor, the intern provided inservice education
during the last eight weeks of the school year for ten
teachers in the content areas of social studies, mathematics,
English literature and general science at a junior high school
in St. John's.

The school, a relatively old, traditional-

t y pe structure, had a total enrollment of 290 female students
in grades eight and nine.

There were fourteen regular class-

rooms, and classes were held in the library on a part-time
basis.

The professional staff of thirteen, including a

principal and a vice-principal, held provincial teaching
certificates ranging from grade one to grade seven which is
the highest certificate awarded in Ne,vfoundland.

The school

\vas well kept and equipped \·Jith a fairly wide range of printed
and audio-visual materials as teacher-learner aids.
Instruments
The instruments the intern used to achieve the
objectives of the program included lists of reading and study
skills for each of the content areas, an inventory to measure

•
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teacher attitude toward the importance of various skills,
informal group reading inventories for each of the content
areas, demonstration lessons designed to give teachers
suggestions for teaching various reading and study skills,
and information and activity sheets designed to help teachers
teach and reinforce the development of content area reading
ski lls.
Procedures
Approximately two weeks prior to the commencement
of the internship, the intern met with t.he ten teachers and
the principal at the school.

During this conference, the

intern outlined the internship program, explained the
internship objectives and clarified the points the teachers
ra ised c-oncerning the proposed program.
Some teachers were concerned as to whether or not
this program would constitute a term of supervision by the
in tern and a

r~port

to the principal regarding how, in the

op inion of the intern, they were teaching their content
ar ea subjects.

Other teachers were concerned that the intern

in tended to mention in his report specific names of teachers
and the teaching practices they emp loyed while teaching
their content area subjects.

Still others wondered if the
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intern were a student teacher and as such would be observing
d~ily

lessons and teaching others in preparation for his own

career as a teacher.
The major concern appeared to be the amount of time
the i ntern would expect teachers to spend in meetings.
Because of the nearness of year-end examinations, these
teachers were extremely busy and were unable to attend
prolonged after-school meetings.

On all these points~

their

conc erns were allayed and the inservice training. program
proceeded as scheduled.
Atti tude Inventory
Approximately two hours was spent in emphasizing the ·
importance of teaching the reading and study skills in the
var ious content areas.

The intern then gave the teachers a

checklist of reading and study skills and asked them to
indicate, in their
ski ll.

view~

the degree of importance of each

The results of the checklist (see Table 1) revealed

that the teachers ' vere aware of the importance of teaching
the reading and study skills in their respective content areaso
As Table 1 shows, all ten teachers thought all but
six skills were either very important or important as they
appl ied to their ·content area subjects.

Three thought that

Table 1

Teacher Attitude to Relevance
of Skills to Subject A~eas
Relevance to Content Area Subiects
Very
Important

Skills

Imoortant

Study Skills
Using textbooks efficiently
Using the library efficiently
Taking notes
Scheduling time efficiently
Preparing fo !: examinations
Prepa:.ing for discussions and reports
Using reference materials efficiently

3
6
1
4
2
2
5

7
4
9
6
5
8

General Reading Skills
Adjusting rate of reading to suit
purpose and content
Reading orally
Reading selectively
Skimming with a purpose

5
1
5
6

5
5
4

5
4

5
6

1

9

1

9

Meaning Skills
Use of dictionary
Use of glossary
Use of new ter.ms in speaking and
writing
Understanding of prefixes, suffixes
and roots
'
Understanding of figurative
language
Understandin~ connotations of words

Of little
Importance

Of no
Imnortance

3

5

6

3

~1ord

0

N

2

7
7

3
1

Q'\

Table 1 (Continued)

Skills
General Reading Skills (Continued)
Understanding of technical
vocabulary re1ated only Eo ,.this
subject
Comprehension Skills
Recognition and understanding of
main ideas
Recognition of relevant details
Recognition of relationshins among
main ideas
Organization of ideas in a sequence
Following directions
Reading ma!)S, tables and g~a~hs
Distinguishing between fact and
opinion
Judging and criticiz~·ng material
Seeking additional evidence
Drawing inferences
Listening attentively and critically

Relevance to Content Area Subiects
~V-er.y
Of little
Of no
Imnortant Imf')or tantl ImnoYtance Im'Jot"tance

--r

1

8

9
7

1

8
6
6

3
2
4

3

4
7

5

5

5

5
7
6
3

3
4

7

1

N = 10

N
......L
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preparing for examinations, reading orally and understanding
figurative language were skills of little importance.

In

the case of reading orally and understanding figurative
language, the results are understandable since some of the
teachers were involved with mathematics and science, and
these content areas do not particularly lend themselves to
those skills.

In the case of preparing for examinations, some

teachers related that part of their philosophy of teaching was
to teach what they considered important rather than just the
content of examinations.

Only one teacher thought that under-

standing of personal and general connotations of words, and
understanding of technical vocabulary related only to his
subject were of little importance.

Again these results are

understandable since technical vocabulary would not necessarily
relate to English literature at the junior high level and
connotations of words would not necessarily apply to mathematics and science.

For example, the word sguare in English

could mean a conservative person, but in mathematics the
word sguare could mean a figure bounded by four equal lines
and containing four right angles.

Skills Development
The intern then proceeded to demonstrate some of the
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skills that students need in order to read effectively in
th eir content areas.

For this purpose, he used a short story

"The Cask of Amontillado," selected from Understanding
Li terature (1970), and problem numbe·r ten, page 375, in
Exploring Elementary Algebra (1967).
From "The Cask of Amontillado," the intern chose the
words definitively, precluded, accosted and orbs and pointed
out that students needed to understand these words in order
t o fully appreciate and comprehend the selection.

He then

d emonstrated the contextual approach to teaching this
v ocabulary, using the following paragraph:
The thousand injuries of Fortunato I had
borne as I best could; but when he ventured
upon insult, I vowed revenge. You, who so
well know the nature of my soul, will not
suppose, however, that I gave utterance to
a threat. At length I would be avenged; this
was a point definitively settled - but the
very definitiveness with \vhich it was resolved
precluded the idea of risk.
I must not only
punish, but punish with impunity. A '~ong is
unredressed \vhen retribution overtakes its
redresser.
It is equally unredressed when
the avenger fails to make himself felt .J.s such
to him who had done the ~~ong (?. 4).
The intern sug·g ested that the teachers imagine themse lves to be g rade nine students \·Jhile he taught the p r eceding
wo rd s in context.

He point e d out that the character us e d

the \vords "vowe d reve nge" in line three and "I F ould be

.
l.
ave!"'.::; e d " 1.n
_ lne six,

'~~ ich

gi ve t h e

i ~~ression

that it was

a f ore g o--r:1e conclusion tha t :':"evenge Kould be had.

Then in

line seven it was re-emnhasized ~·:r ith the ?hrase "a point
defin itively settled."
7
'\\

This t e lls the -r:-ea der tha t

reven g e

as an absolute certainty and hence is a strong hint as to

the

m~nnin 3

of definitivel v .

In the saPle sentenc e , the '\.Vord !)recluiled is used in
the p hrase " pr ecluded th e ide a of risk."
poi.nt

to the me a ning of this word.

Several clues

The first half of t h e

par<?graryh tells us that th e ave neer thou ght a long tirJ.e about
reveng e:

"The thousand in i 1.1"t"ie s of Fortunato I had bo"!:"ne a s
...J

I b e st cou ld ... will not sup ?os e , however, that I gave
uttG!:"ance to a t h reat."
ti~ e,

He not only

t'tc:.l'~ht

ab8ut it a long
In the second

but also he thoug ht cbout it in secrecy.

ha lf of the "Jarr::tgra i)h, t h e sentence "I !!lust not only -pu--:lish,
but

p unish '\'lith iT.punity" tells us the aven 3 er "\'Jill. not be

caught himself and ryunished .

The~efore,

thel;'e is no risk

involve d , bec a us <2 the c?" r ~n o '2r 's thinking an--1 cha:::.-acter
pre cluied the

i ~ ea

of ri s k.

I n arJ. nit ion,
J.ite rAlt

inf e r en t:i_Al ,

t1"1 e int2 r n a nd t he

t~ a c"'lers

disc~

ssed

i n te "':"Dr et a tive and creative l e v e ls of

r:o--:-n reh. e nsion, a nd th e i n t : rn g.? ve

su c;~ estions

as to th e t ]!-) eS
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skill s.

Questions such as, "Against whom did Montressor vow

revenge?" and "How was Fortunato dressed when Montressor met
him at the carnival?" require literal . comprehension or simple
recal l.
asking,

Inferential comprehension
'~y

caul~

be developed by

did Montressor tell his servants not to leave

the manor?" or "Why did Montressor appear to persuade Fortunato
not to enter the catacombs?"

Interpretative comprehension

was required to answer such questions as, "What did Montressor
real ly mean when he called himself a mason?" and ''What was
the significance of the motto 'Nobody provokes me without
puni shment'?"

Questions such as, "Do you think Montressor

was insane?" and "Do you have any reason to think Fortunato
was doomed from the beginning?" demonstrate comprehension on
the creative level.
Since it is generally accepted that next to English
literature, mathematics is the major concern of schools, the
int ern decided to devote the second teacher-intern conference
to some methods in teaching reading skills in that subject
area.

For his purpose, the intern selected a problPm from

Expl or ing

Elementa~ Al~~ra

and proceeded to discuss the

ladd er of steps, data diagrams and restating the problem
approaches to teaching the following problem:
thr ee numbers is 10.

"The suin of

If you subtract the second number from
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the first, the result is 30, and if you add the second and
third , you get -8.

What are the three numbers?" (p. 375)

Initially, the intern and teachers discussed the
ladder of steps method as an aid to students in planning
their attack on the problem.

The intern suggested that

teachers emphasize these steps until the students used them
automatically:
Read the problem thoroughly, asking
about?"

·~at

is this all

Check the meaning of any word you do not know.

Reread the problem, asking "What am I to find here?"
(Three number-s which add up to 10.)
Ask yourself, "What facts are given?"

(First number

minus second equals 30; second number plus third equals -8).
Plan your attack.

"What processes will I use?"

(Addition and subtraction; equations X + Y + Z

=

30~

X - Y = 30, Y +X= -8).
Estimate the answer.
be?"

"What would a reasonable answer

(Any reasonable combination such as 15 -3 -2 or

-12 +8 +14 would be acceptable.)
Carry out the operations.
X + Y + Z = 10
+X -Y = 30

=(Y + Z

=

2X + Z = 40
-(X

-8)

+ 2
X

=

22)

=

18

18 -Y - 30
-Y - 12
y = -12
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-12 +

Check your work.

z=

-8

z

4

a:::

See if your answer fulfills the

(18 = (-12) + 4 = 10).

conditions of the problem.

Following the discussion of the ladder of steps
method, the intern then presented for discussion the data
diagram approach to help students visualize a problem.

The

int ern presented the following number line as one visual aid
for the preceding problem:
0

1

2

3

4

5

7

6

8

10

9

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

•
-12-11 -10 -9

-8

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

l

0

1

2

3

' '

4

The answer can be demonstrated simply by drawing three lines.
The first line is marked off from 0

18.

another line is marked off from 0 - (-12).

Directly under it
The third line

directly under the second is marked off from 0 - 4.

By

subtracting the second line from the first, the student can
se e +6 remaining.

Then by adding the third the student can

se e the total is ten.

The teacher could easily use inches,

or pennies or any other visual aid.

-1 0
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At the same conference, the intern also presented
for discussion the restatement method to make a problem
clearer.

He suggested that teachers

h~ve

their students

restate a given problem in a variety of ways.

By doing this,

some students who do not understand the problem in its original
form may find they understand it in its restated form.

Listed

below are t'\'170 examples.
If you subtract the second and the first of three
numbers you get thirty.

If you add the second and the third

of the same three numbers you get minus eight.
all three numbers you get ten.
~~at

~~at

If you add

are the three numbers?

are the three numbers if you can add them and

get the sum of ten, if you can subtract the second from the
first and get thirty and if you can add the second and the
third and get minus eight?
Analysis of Skills
Before the first conference ended, the intern gave each
teacher a master list of the reading and study skills
appropriate to each of the content areas (see Appendix B).
He asked them to study this skills list and attempt to locate
text material "Jhich would require each of the skills.

He

further encouraged the teachers to examine the list and
• I
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deci de if it was complete from the point of view of their
content areas.

The intern felt that such a procedure would

enabl e the teachers to become more familiar with the skills
assoc iated with their content areas.
As a follow-up to the initial conference, the intern
met with the teachers in each content area.

At those

me~tings,

the writer and the teachers discussed the teachers• react·i ons
to the master skills list.

He asked the teachers to react to

the completeness of the list and whether all skills were
applicable to their content areas.
Even though all teachers thought that the skills
list was comprehensive enough, some questioned the
applicability of certain skills to their subjects.

Math-

ematics and science teachers, for example, thought that
reading orally was not really an essential skill to possess
in these subjects.

Mathematics teachers further thought

that while using the library was important in the other
cont ent areas, these

ski~ls

were not a necessity in math-

emati cs, at least at the junior high school level.

English

teachers generally agreed that understanding dialect need
not be given great emphasis.

They considered it sufficient

that students be aware that dialects do exist.

In addition,

while ability to evaluate the literary worth of materials is
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a desirable skill for students to have, at the junior high
school level i t need not be given strong emphasis.

In the

same vein, social studies teachers thought that understanding
degrees of probability was not an essential skill for students
in this content area to possess with any large degree of
proficiency.
All teachers agreed that vocabulary development,
finding the main idea and reading for supporting details, in
that order, were the skills that should receive heaviest
emphasis in each of the subjects.

Mathematics teachers, in

addition, thought that problem solving was a skill which
needed great emphasis while social studies teachers requested
methods and activities to teach cause and effect relationships.

Other more important skills in the teachers' view

were the ability to locate information and to draw conclusions
in all subjects, and the ability to organize materials in
science and mathematics.

All teachers also felt that knowing

the general features of books was important information for
students to have.
The results of these meetings were fruitful in that
the teachers showed through the ideas they expressed that
they had thought about the material.

This gave the intern

an insight into how well they understood the skills as
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appl ied to their oarticular content areas.
In formal Group Inventories
The second point of emphasis at the teacher-intern
con ferences \vas the development, administration and interpre tation of an informal group skills inventory for each of
th e subjects.

The intern, who had previously developed an

inventory for each subject area, met "tvith the teachers of
each subject and together they analyzed the inventory.

The

ana lysis included a discussion of the inventory in the light
of the teachers'

o~m

needs and th e applicability to their

teaching of the skills tested.
English teachers \vere interested in determining their
st.ud e nts' knowledge of voca bulary; therefore the intern
i ncluded such items as general kno\·7ledge of word meani ng,
word recognition, syllabication and accent, and prefixes and
suffixes.

Mathematics teachers desired a greater emphasis

on vocabulary understanding and on reading graphs and charts.
Teachers not e d that there \·Jas an overlap of skills tested in
al l the i nventories namely vocabulary understanding ·a nd using
por ts of

8

book.

(See App endix A).

Admini s tration and inter p"':- e t a tion of
'd~re

a l s o di s cn ss ed in depth..

th~

inven tor i e s

Teache rs raised points
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c oncerning the time limit for comp letion of each item, the
standardization procedures involved and the overall time
limit for the

com~ letion

of the inventory in relation to the

time available to them for a particular class.

The inventory

items were further discussed with regard to the significance
that could be attached to students' success or failure in
answer ing each item.

Because the intern wished to encourage

the teachers to construct their own inventories using the
grade eight content materials, the sample skills inventories
were based only on grade nine texts.
Of the ten teachers, three constructed and administered
their own inventories, three used the intern's but the
rema ining four because of time limitations could do neither.
Thos e who did administer the inventories were pleased, because
aware that some of their students were lacking

they became

in the fundamental reading and study skills in their subjects.
All teachers stated that they would in fact administer the
inventories

a~

the beginning of the next school year.

Teaching Techniques
At this point, the teachers were familiar with the
read ing and study skills related to their subject areas and
had acquired the ability to construct, to administer and to
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inte rpret their o'vn reading skills inventories.

The intern,

there fore, felt that this was the appropriate time to
introduce them to techniques for teaching the reading and
study skills ·in six stages.
Suggestions for teaching major skills.

The intern

use d a combination of lesson plans \vhich he had devised and
film s which he obtained from Memorial University's Resources
Centre to demonstrate some techniques that could be used in
teaching the reading skills.

The lessons were designed to

develop the major skills in each of the content areas.

Such

skills as locating the main idea in literature and social
studies, following a sequence of events in science, understanding technical vocabulary in mathematics and science,
problem solving in mathematics and cause and effect relationships in social studies were some of the major skills stressed.
Di scussions to elicit teacher ideas and to determine
al ternative methods for teaching the skills followed each
demonstration.
The intern explained the ste o s in the lesson and
gave reason s why e a ch step \vas im?ortant.

For example, he

poin t ed out that before any attem pt is made to ask questions
requiring the var ious levels Hnd t y oes of comprehension, it
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is necessary to ensure that students understand the vocabu lary
in the material to be studied.
of the lesson then ensued.

A

thorough critical analysis

The intern encouraged teachers to

cr iticize and to offer their views on the method used, the
a.oDroach taken and the relative importance of the skill to
the content area.

In short, the intern and the teachers

a ttempted to examine the lesson and to refine it in the light
of th~ needs of the teachers.
Information and activity sheets.

The intern

di stributed a number of information and activity sheets to
t he teachers, not only during

de~onstration

lessons, but

a lso throughout all l?hases of the internship ')rogram.

Those

r esource materials consisted of sam0le lessons designed to
teach outlining, note taking, cause and effect relationships,
i ntroducing and teaching the structure of a textbook, steos
i n problem solving and other related skills (see App e ndix C).
In addition, the intern compiled activities based on the
c ontent area mat e rials the teachers were then teaching their
students.

The teachers and the intern closely scrutinized

th e s e ma teria l s

Y.7 ith

re gard to their a r:r:::>licability in t eaching

th e various subjects.
The intern

encour ~g en

th e teache rs to keep a file of
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these activities and suggestions and to utilize them in their
routine teaching experiences.

The intern noted that many of

the techniques were incorporated into the lessons he later
obs erved.

The science teacher, for example, made extensive

us e of Latin and Greek roots as well as contextual word
clues in vocabulary development prior to teaching the content
of the unit with \vhich she was dealing.

One of the social

studies teachers planned a lesson to develop the students'
sk ill in finding the main idea through locating the topic
s en tence when it comes at the beginning of the paragraph, in
th e middle of the paragrar:>h or at the end of the paragraph
a nd when it is not directly stated but implied.
s ocial studies teacher

develo ~ )ed

Another

a lesson to teach cause and

e ffect relationships in history, using the technique of
matching a list of causes to a list of the effects of the
c auses.

The intern · observed a mathematics teacher utilizing

t he technique · matching words with their meanings as a
v ocabulary review at the end of a unit.
a lesson on the novel, the

~vriter

In addition, during

observed an English teacher

ma k e a conscious effort to ask questions \vhich required
s t u dents to think on the literal,
and critical levels.

inter 9retati \~ e,

inferential
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Since vocabulary development is of major importance
in all content areas, the intern decided that in the first
inservice session he \vould demonstrate sample lessons and
suggest learning activities for vocabulary development.
The intern also introduced and dealt with skills such
as finding the main idea, reading for supporting details,.
problem solving, finding cause and effect relationships,
drawing conclusions, locating information, organizing materials
a nd knowing the general features of books.

Because of the

l ·i mited time available to both the intern and the teachers,
i t was necessary to concentrate on only the major skills
as sociated \vith the various subjects.
Class demonstration lessons.

Another technique

implemented by the intern was to give class demonstration
l essons in e2.ch of the four content areas, \vith the teacher
c oncerned observing.

Since the majority of the teacher s

tau ght two, and in two cases three different content area
subjects, the intern felt it \vas unnecessary . to duplicate
such lessons as vocabulary development for each teacher in
his different a rea s .

As a rule, only the tea cher

ob served the intern te a ching a par ticular l e s s on.
oc c as ion, however, three teachers,

includin~

concerned
On on e

the principal,
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observed a demonstration lesson in science.
The intern met with

~ach

teacher and scheduled a

time when he could give a demonstration lesson in that teacher's
subject.

He then developed a lesson plan designed to

demonstrate a particular skill appropriate to the subject.
Prior to teaching the lesson, the intern met with the teacher
and reviewed the plan to ensure that the teacher understood
exactly what was proposed.
The intern gave a demonstration lesson in literature
designed to teach students to get meaning from context, using
clues such as synonym or restatement, comparison and contrast.
The following is an example of a synonym or restatement
clue:

Flooded with spotlights - the focus of all attention -

the newly chosen Miss Teen Age Canada began her year long
reign.
evening.

She was the cynosure of all eyes for the rest of the
The vocabulary word to be taught is cynosure.
Using this technique, the intern led the students to

understand that sootlights points logically to someone or
something, in this case to Miss Teen Age Canada who is the
center of attraction, the focus of all attention.

In the

second sentence, the students' attention was drawn to the phrase

"the cynosure of all eyes" and they were led to relate the
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fact that being the cynosure of all eyes actually meant the
same as "the focus of all attention" in sentence one.

Thus,

if one is the cynosure of all eyes for an evening, one is
also the focus of all attention.
An example of comparison or contrast clue is:

Bob

excells in football, photography and music and his older
brother is even more versatile.

The vocabulary '\vord to be

taught is versatile.
In this sentence,

the students' attention was drawn to

the fact that Bob can play football, can do photography and
is accomplished in music.

Next, the students were asked to

note the two words "even more" followed by the word
"versatile" in the second clause.

Bob can do several things

exceptionally well but his brother is "even more versatile".
The intern then elicited from students the idea that Bob's
brother can do even more things than Bob can do.
The intern developed a demonstration lesson in
mathematics to teach technical vocabulary using Latin and
Greek roots.
In the following example, using Latin and Greek
roots, the intern traced the origin of the word hexagon for
the students:

The word hexagon comes from the Latin word
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hexagonurn and the Greek 'tvord hexagon on with hex meaning six
and gonia meaning corner or angle.

Therefore, hexagon

means having six corners or angles.

In geometry, it means

a plane figure of six sides and six angles.
In social studies, the intern taught a lesson in
finding the main idea and a lesson in
effect relationships.

~etermining

cause and

One technique in finding the main

idea \vas to have students read a paragraph and choose the
be st topic sentence from those provided.

The following

pa:ragraph ·with possible tonic sentences was the example
us ed:
I

Sno\·7 falls in some parts of Alaska when the temperature

is fifty degrees below zero.

In eastern Siberia, snow has

fa llen in temDeratures of forty degrees below; in that nart
of Siberia that has recorded temperatures of ninety-four
degrees below, snow has fallen.
(a)

Is it ever too cold to snow?

(b)

Siberia is the coldest place in the world.

(c)

Cold weather make s it difficult to live in Siberia .
The intern used several techniques to teach cause

and effect relationships.

In one method, students were

dir ected to read each effect and t h e page s on which the
cau s es were found.

They were then directed to choose the

appropriate cause from those discussed in the text.
(Canada in One 1\forld, 1966).
1.

Cause:
Effect:

(p. 183)
A world economic crisis

A variation of method two was to select the
appropriate effect for the stated cause.
Effects
(a)

For example:
Cause

Soviet Union becomes

System of collective

industrialized

or co-operative farms

(b)

A shortage of workers

in the Soviet Union.

(c)

Peasant farms were
liquidated.

Especially important in science is the ability to
follow directions and to note a sequence of events.

Hence,

the intern developed a lesson demonstrating those skills.
Students were given an experiment explained in paragraph form
and then given the steps of the experiment in scrambled form.
The object was to have the students arrange the steps in the
proper order.

For example:

To find the volume of an

irregular object like a piece of stone, fill a graduated
cylinder approximately half full with water and note the
reading of the water level.

Then put the object into the
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water.

Next, take a second reading of the water level.

Note

the difference between the first reading and the s~cond
reading

(Exploring Science:

Stage Two, 1971).

Arrange the following steps in order:
(a)

Note the reading of the '\vater level.

(b)

Take a second reading of the water level.

(c)

Fill a graduated cylinder approximately half

full with water.
(d)

Note the difference between the first reading

and the second reading.
(e)

Put the object into the water.

To establish the importance of following a definite
sequence in an experiment, the intern asked several types of
questions such as:

Why could not step (d) be first?

Why is

it important to have two readings of the water level?
does it make sense to have step (c) first?

Why

Thus, students

'"'ere led to understand that it is necessary to follow a
definite order of steps in a scientific experiment in order
to insure results which '\vould endure close scrutiny.
Following each of the lessons, the intern met with
the respective teachers to discuss various aspects of the
lessons they had observed.

These discussions followed a

format similar to that of the staff demonstrations.

The
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intern again encouraged the teachers to offer constructive
crit icism and to question the intern '"ith respect to his
sele ction of approaches.

The \rriter and the teachers also

discussed grouping on the skills level.
In a typical class, one might expect an informal
skil ls inventory to reveal that a number of students are
lacking in knowledge of textbook use, while another group
might be having difficulty with prefixes and suffixes.

Yet

another group could be experiencing difficulty with determining word meaning from context.

The teacher could divide

tho se students into separate groups and develop activities
wh ich would help remedy these problems.

The lBngth of time

students remained in such groups would, of course, depend
upon the progress they mad e in mastering the skills.

The

n umber of groups would not necessarily correspond to the
n umber of skill deficiencies.

Obviously, i£, for example,

t en different groups 'vere necessary to meet skill deficiencies,
t he teacher's task would be formidable..

Therefore, he would

h ave to place the g reatest empha sis on those skills which
he deemed of major importance.
In this \vay, both regular and reme dial instruction
c ould be made easier, more efficient and more effective.
one a s pect o f reme dial instruction, the int ern suggest e d

As
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that the use of some of the activity sheets that he had
distributed might be valuable.
Informal meetings.

\~en

necessary, informal meetings

with individual teachers were held.

Those

meet~ngs,

in the

main, were teacher initiated and dealt with special problems
the teachers encountered with respect to skills instruction
and student diagnosis.
in a case like this?

Questions (such as .:

What do you do

\ihat other activities could you

suggest to teach this skill?

and How might you suggest

proceeding to solve this problem?) were posed and possible
solutions to the problems discussed.

It must be noted that

not all teachers requested assistance, but some did seek
help when they felt the need.
Teacher observation.

Another approach that proved

valuable was the intern's observation of teachers in the
classroom.

The intern scheduled a number of visits during

which time he observed teachers present lessons.
not all participated.

However,

The intern surmised that those teachers

who did not participate felt that they were being intruded
upon, thus the issue was not pursued further.

Those teachers

who were observed met individually with the intern after the

so
close of the session to discuss the lesson.

During the

discussion, the intern suggested refinements of the lesson
and activities for teaching the skills.

The intern also

discussed many other ideas with the teachers including the
appropriateness of the skills taught with respect to the
demands of the materials, the grouping procedures employed
and the activities utilized to reinforce the skills.
As a follow-up from the preceding approach, the intern
had hoped to develop a system of inter-class visits whereby
the intern and a teacher would observe another teacher of
the same content area teaching a lesson.

The rationale

underlying this proposal was to enable teachers to obtain
additional ideas for varying their approaches to teaching the
reading and study skills related to their own content areas.
Problems associated with scheduling combined with reticence
on the part of the majority of participating teachers, however,
prevented the implementation of this proposal.

Several

teachers felt insecure about being observed in the classroom
while others felt that little or no worthwhile benefits
would be derived from either observing other teachers or
being observed themselves.

Those teachers who wished to

participate were prevented from doing so because their
teaching schedules did not coincide with the proposed
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observation periods.
Classroom and professional libraries.

Throughout

the program, the intern gave suggestions regarding the
development of class

li~raries

which were to consist of

materials appealing to readers at varying reading levels.

He

compiled lists of books, indicating their reading levels,
based upon materials obtained from the Curriculum Resources
Center, Memorial University, and from various
resource catalogues (see Appendix D).

education~!

He distributed these

book lists to the members of the staff and the administration
who were encouraged to utilize the lists when ordering library
materials for the following school year.

These lists, as

well as the previously mentioned skills grouping, were
attempts to cater to individual differences within the classes.
The intern also recommended other approaches, such as the
use of newspapers and magazines, as well as class membership
in book clubs, such as the Scholastic Book Club, that might
be of some value.
The intern also suggested the development of a
professional library consisting of materials pertaining to
the teaching of the reading and study skills in the content
areas.

He compiled and distributed to the staff lists of
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prof essional reading materials, including journals and
periodicals, obtained from the Education Library, Memorial
University (see Appendix D).

Further, the intern encouraged

the staff and the administration to cpply for comprehensive
membership in the International Reading Association.

He

hop ed that some of these suggestions would be considered
and that a serious attempt 'tvould be made to establish such
a library, if not at the time of the internship, then at
least at the beginning of the next school year.

Chapter 4
EVALUATION
The evaluation of this internship included informal
fe edback from the staff, the intern's personal observations
and an eleven-item attitude scale.
During the internship, the \rriter had many opportunities to converse both formally and informally with the
staff concerning the inservice training activities.

Initially,

a s the intern expected, conversation centered on developing
teachers• understanding of what was involved in the program.
As their awareness of the purposes of the internship grew,
t he teachers expressed opinions as to the relative merits
o f the various activities involved.
t his feedback was favourable.

The major portion of

The majority of the teachers

c onsidered the program a worthwhile venture.

Their comments

i ndicated an enthusiam and interest for the benefits that
c ould be derived for their students.

Some teachers had

b egun to teach the reading and study skills in their content
a reas and were eager to discover additional techniques and
a ctivities to aid them.

Several teachers, however, were
53
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reluc tant to express opinions and it was impossible to
determine in this manner their views concerning the program.
The intern also observed the teachers teaching
less ons in their respective content areas.

He noted whether

the ideas he had presented during the inservice training _
period were being implemented.

He also noted such things

as grouping procedures employed, student response to
instruction and the effort made to teach reading and study
ski lls appropriate to the content areas.

The evidence

indicated that most of the teachers were making a

cons~ious

effort to direct their lessons to\vard teaching the appropriate
reading and study skills.

The intern observed that the

sci ence teacher devoted a lesson to preteaching vocabulary,
using Latin and Greek roots where applicable; the social
studies teacher structured a lesson on teaching cause and
eff ect relationships,using some of the activities the intern
suggested and a literature teacher planned her questioning
of a novel to develop literal, interpretative and creative
thinking.
In addition, the intern developed an eleven-item
att itude scale based on the Likert model.

He designed the

items to measure teacher attitude toward the various aspects
of the internship activities.

During the final week of the
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pro gram in a staff meeting, the intern gave each teacher a
copy of the questionnaire and asked him to check the
appropriate response to each item.

(See Table

2.)

Table 2

Teacher Evaluation of Inservice
Training Program

Teacher Reaction

Statements
1. Students shculd be taught the reading and study skills in
their content areas.

7

3

2. The ideas ~nd activities presented during this internship
were relevant to students' n~ed .

2

8

3. The materials presented were relevant .. to you in teaching
your content area.

2

7 l

1

9

l

4

5·

2

5

3

4. There were sufficient materials to give you a comprehensive
view of what is involved in teaching the reading and study
skills in your content area. ·
5. The internship achieved the aims stated at the initial
conference.
6,

The program was well

org~nized.

Table 2 (Continued)

Teacher Reaction

'"tj

~

<lJ

'"tj

~

bD

•r-1

<lJ ~
<lJ 0

<lJ
<lJ

OD+J
<X!U)

7. The intern offered as much guidance as you would have liked.

8. In the next school year, a conscious effort should be made to
utilize the ideas presented during the internship.

<lJ ~

bD

OD~
(1j 0

~

<Ll~

~

bD
~

<lJ

(lj

C/)

C/)

bD

<

:5

•r-1

•r-1

2

7

1

7

3

6

3

1

1

5

4

l

5 4

~

Statements

t)

<lJ
<lJ

~

~

"d'

Cl

+J
ClU)

9. A similar program should be instituted in other junior high

schools.
10. I found that the information acquired regarding the teaching
of reading and study skills helped m~ to teach my subject
more effectively,

11. From my point of view, the program, on the whole, was a
success.
N = 10

lJl

-...J
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Table 2 shows the following results:

Among the ten

teachers involved, the range of "agree strongly" combined
with

"'agreet ~

\vas five on item five to ten on items one, two,

four and eight; the range of "undecided·' was five on item
five to one on items three, seven and nine; there '\vas no
dis agreement or strong disagreement with any of the items.
The intern feels there are two possible reasons for
the indecision on item five.

Either the teachers in question

could not decide if in fact the intern had achieved his aims,
or they could not remember the snecific aims which he had
stated eight weeks previously.

Based on the positive results

in other areas, the latter explanation would seem the more
plausible of the t"ivO.

It is interesting to note that of the

five teachers \>Jho were unciecided on item five, three were
also undecided about item six.

The results on items ten and

eleven were identical; six teachers agreed and four \vere
undecided.

This indecision is attributed to the fact that

some teachers decided to wait until
im~le~ent

t~e

next school year to

the ideas nresented and, therefore, they could

decide neither whether the information '\vas going to be
he lpful, nor '\vhether the nrogram was a success.

They felt

that the true measure of success would come only after an
ef fo r t was r:tade to

full~r

imp lement the ideas f r om the
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beginning of the following school year.
The intern concluded that generally the teachers
cons idered that the inservice training period was a
valuable exnerience.

Chapter 5
RECO"tv1NEND~.-\_TIONS

Sillvfi1J\RY, CONCLUSIONS,

Summary
Th~ ·intern considered that high school students w2re

not being taught the reading and s ·t,-1dy skills, p a rtly because
p~epared

some of their teach3rs "vere not ad2r::_nately
these skills.

to teach

After receivin g perm{ssion from a local

re~ ding

sn[)ervisor, h e found a juni0r high scho'Jl in ·:hich the teachers
·H~re

~v illing

p~riod

to undergo a

a-t= inservice education in the

tes ching of the reeding and sturly skills in four major content
n.reas .

The program. involv2d pe riod;c

te:Jc:-ter-lnt~~n confero.n~es,

classr oom demonstration lessons given by th e intern, th e

of infornation e.nG. .::!ctivity sheets by the

d~v'2. lo:_:>TPent

and the

co~pil a tion

and distribution of professional reading

mat erials by the intern.

prcgra~

The

the last eight weeks of the school

\as

im?l~mented durin~

y~ar~

The prograo proved to he val1-3bl?. to the
howev~r,

Thev found,
r-1 ..~'"'o
r_.

"ted

r-··
.. • , ~ '--l

4

' ·~ ]·
\

• _

int'=!~n

b8CW1~~

that

th the end o-F tho

to give:,.., conc.ent:r;:.ted

\..

...:._

-

-

"'Ch0n]
....., .-

L .......

effo~t

of

· .,.

to
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th ~

th~ n·,~3Tous
'ro~.....I · - t:.t.
t

t,noy
- -

::Yc-o:::; r :-~.:n.

teac1v:~rs.

duties
T,"Tt:>i""t:>
\1 ......... - · \ -

~' -·ln"~bl'"'
......_ C

Both the
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would be of more benefit at the beginning of the school year.
Conclusions
As a result of this experience, the intern arrived
at a number of conclusions concerning the implementation of
such a program:
1.

Testing is of central importance·.

Frequent and

regular administration of informal group skills tests is
necessary to determine where weaknesses occur.

The information

obtained from these tests should, in part, determine the
dtrection the program needs to take.
2.

The program needs to be flexible to meet indi-

vidual needs.

One approach to achieving this flexibility is

the development and utilization of sound grouping procedures
on the basis of achievement, ability and progress.
3.

Regularly scheduled staff meetings need to be held.

At such meetings, discussion should focus on student placement
in the various groups and on student progress.
4.

The program should undergo continuous evaluation.

The results of informal testing, teacher observations and
staff discussions need to be examined and the program changed
to include new and useful ideas.
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Recommendations
For a school considering the implementation of a
reading and study skills program, the writer recommends the
foll owing:
1.

The program should be begun as early as possib l e

in t he school year, preferably within the first month .
2o

Students' existing reading and study skills

abi lity should be ascertained immediately so that planning
can be begun for developmental, corrective and remedial
ins truction.
3.

A teacher who has a wide knowledge of reading or

who is prepared to further his knowledge of it should be
se lected as the program coordinatoro
4.

Opportunities and encouragement should be provided

fo r the program coordinator to attend various reading
conferences and seminarsc
S.

The program coordinator should provide the staff

wi th inservice education in the teaching of reading and study
skills.
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APPENDIX A
CONTENT AREA READING SKILLS
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READING SKILLS IN ENGLISH
LITERATURE
1.

Comprehension
(a)

Finding the main idea of a paragraph

(b)

Picking out details

(c) · Recognizing time, place, analogies and
cause-and-effect relationships
(d)

Recognizing sequence of plot, argument
and character development

(e)

Recognizing patterns of organization:

time,

contrast, main idea, climax
(f)

Outlining material

(g)

·Recalling author's pattern of organization

(h)

Predicting events

(i)

Recognizing mood

(j)

Visualizing

(k)

Interpreting figurative language

(1)

Distinguishing fact from opinion

(rn)

Generalizing

(n)

Judging characters
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2.

3.

4.

Vocabulary
(a)

Using structural and phonic principles

(b)

Using context clues

(c)

Choosing appropriate word meaning

(d)

Using common prefixes, suffixes and roots

Locating Skills
(a)

Using the ·dictionary and glossary

(b)

Using the table of contents and index

(c)

Using the card catalogue

(d)

Finding and selecting reference materials

Speed
(a)

Adjusting speed to the type of material,
purpose for reading and previous knowledge
of the material

S.

Oral Reading
(a)

Correct phrasing

(b)

Interpreting author's meaning to an audience

(c)

Using purtc tuation sign ?..l

c:;

a.s a :nean s o f

interpretation
6.

Other Skills
(a)

Interpreting clues that reveal character

(b)

Inferring setting and anticipating events
from clues
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(c)

Interpreting· shades of meaning

(d)

Following the development of plot, subplot
and secondary details

(e)

Recognizing theme

(f)

Evaluating the literary worth of material ·

(g)

Recognizing the literary characteristics of
the short story, poem, play, essay and
biography
READING SKILLS IN

MATHE~\TICS

1.

Understanding the specialized vocabulary

?. •

Distinguishing bet'\veen relevant and irrelevant
facts

3.

Visualizing the problem clearly

4.

Relating phrases

5.

Translating a · work statement into computation

6.

Following a sequence of operations
READING SKILLS IN SCIENCE

1.

Changing . the rate of reading according to purpose

2.

Locating, selecting and using information from
various sources

3.

Learning and using the vocabulary appropriate to
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the branch of science
4.

Understanding and using scientific symbols and
formulas

5.

Using graphs, charts, maps, scales and diagrams
to get information

6.

Reading for main idea and supporting detail

7.

Organizing material

8.

Recognizing and following the sequence of steps
in an experiment

9.
10.

Evaluating materials
Using the problem solving techniques
(a)

Formulating the hypothesis

(b)

Collecting the data

(c)

Organizing the data

(d)

Forming a conclusion

(e)

Testing the conclusion

READING SKILLS IN SOCIAL STUDIES
1.

Making and using one's

O\VTI

questions to help

remember ideas for a given purpose
2.

Paraphrasing ideas without changing the meaning
of the written material

3.

Basing opinions on fact
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4.

Recognizing when there is insufficient
information to answer a question

5.

Recognizing conflicting viewpoints

6.

Drawing conclusions

7.

Justifying conclusions

B.

Staying within the limits of information in
reaching conclusions

9.

Separating fact from opinion

10.

Determining the reliability of statements

11.

Cultivating a cautious but not suspicious
attitude

12.

Making simple comparisons and contrasts

13.

Selecting material with respect to relevance

14.

Sensing cause-and-effect relationships

APPENDIX B
GROUP READING INVENTORIES
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ENGLISH GROUP READING INVENTORY
(Vanguard:

Galaxy Series - Grade Nine)

The following group reading inventories are designed
to be administered by the teacher who asks all questions and
gives all directions orally.
answers.

The students are to write the

Each inventory should be comryleted at one sitting

which should last between forty-five and sixty minutes.
Parts of Book
1.

On what oage does the unit entitled "People and

Problems" begin?
2.

Where would you look in your book to find infor-

mation about an author of a ryarticular selection?
3.

In what part of the book can you find the meaning

of a word that you might not know?
Introduce Story
The teacher should first explore student background
of experience related to the story "Clever Hanslf (pp. 470-474),
and then, to establish a purpose for reading the selection,
devise questions such as the following:
a.

Who is Hans?

b.

What made him clever?
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c.

Do you think Mr. Von Osten tricked everybody?

Have students read the selection silently; note
the time required for reading.
Vocabulary
4.

What is meant by the word cues as it is used in

the story (p. 471, column 1, line 13)?
Contextual Meaning
5.

What is meant by the word eminent (p. 472,

column 1, line 6)?
Synonyms and Antonyms
6.

What word means the opposite of tenseness?

7.

Use another word to describe Mr. Pfungst when he

looked baffled.
General Knowledge of Meaning
8.

9.

Select the proper meaning of the word endowed.
a.

provided

b.

produced

c.

provoked

d.

propelled

Select the proper meaning of the word detect.
a.

hide
•

I

I
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10.

b.

respond

c.

discover

d.

decide

Select the proper meaning of the word r e pertoire.
a.

copy

b.

list

c.

code

d.

role

Syllabication and Accent
Divide the following words into syllables and show
which syllable is accented:
11-12.

unexplainable

13-14.

imperceptible

15-16.

design

18-18.

questioner

Prefixes and Suffixes
19.

What does the prefix im mean in imperceptible?

20.

What is meant by pre in the word predetermined?

21.

Change the noun arithmetic to an adjectiveQ

22.

Change the verb satisfy to a noun.

23.

Change the adjective scientific to a noun.

24.

Change the adjective mere to an adverb.
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Identifying Main Ideas
and Details
25.

vfuat happened when Hans was blindfolded?

26.

How was Hans able to answer the questions?

27.

\~y

was Mr. Pfungst able to solve the

myste~y

of

Hans' cleverness when all other attempts had failed?
28.

\\That nationality was Mr. Von Osten?

29.

'~at

30.

How long did it take Mr. Von Osten to train Hans?

type of horse lvas Hans?

Drawing Conclusions and
Making Inferences
31.

Do you think Hans was really capable of thinking

like a human being?
32.
him?

Why or why _not?

Would Hans be able to answer a question you asked

Why or why not?
33.

\,.,That do the findings of Mr. Pfungst make you think

about such feats as performed by Kreskin?
Skimming
Turn to the selection "House of Flying Objects"
(pp. 463-469).
34.
room cost?

How much did the porcelain figurine in the living
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SOCIAL STUDIES GROUP READING INVENTORY
(Canada:

A New Geography - Grade

~~ght)

Parts of Book
1.

On what page

V 7 ould

you find the man that shrnvs

the Climatic Regions of Canada?

show~

2.

On what pa0 e does chaDter

3.

Of what value are the problems and projects

on page 273 to you for

ei~ht

begin?

the material in the

underst~nding

textbook?
4.

In

~vhat

oart of the book

"~"t70uld

you look to find

the page reference for the topic dino_sa.urs?

Use of Resourc:.es
5.

'What library aid ·Nill tell you the library

number of a book so that you would be able to find it on the
shelves?

6.

Hhat is a biogra?h.y?

7.

NAme or3 encyclo-p edia.

How are the topics

arranged in it?

8.

\Jb..at does t he ma'J on ryage 169

sho"~".v

y ou?
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9.

What do the green triangles shown on the map on

pag e 360 represent?
10.

Turn to page 202.

What three provinces have the

largest populations in Canada?
11.

Turn to page 213.

top of the page.

Look at the picture at the

Why do those Eskimos use igloos during

winter hunting trips?
Understanding Vocabulary
Read pages 420-423.
12.

Define tariff.

13.

What did the author mean by "automobiles dominate

our way of life in Canada"?.
14.

What is a - "trade preference"?

Noting Main Ideas

15.

Why can the making of motor vehicles be regarded

a s one of Canada's leading secondary manufacturing industries?
16.

Why did Canada import nearly all its

p arts from the United States in the early

17.

automo1 ~ ile

1960' ~ ?

Why was the d e velopment of the automobile

i ndus try in Canada so slow?
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Noting Details
18.

Approximately how many motor vehicles does

Canada's automobile industry produce in a year?
19.

~~ere

was the first important automobile factory

in Canada established?
20.

Between World War 11 and the early 1960's, from

which country was Canada importing most of the automobiles?
Conclusions

Dra~.ving

21.
Canada?

Is the automobile industry good or bad for

\fuy?
22.

What determines the location of an automobile

factory?
23.

Do you think the automobile industry will

increase or decline in importance in the future?

~~y?

Recognizing Organization
24.

Each author follows an outline in writing the

information in your textbook.

Write down the author's main

topics in chapter eleven.

•J
I
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SCIENCE GROUP READING INVENTORY

(Exploring Science:

Stage Three - Grade Nine)

PA rts of Book

1.

On what page will you find the chanter entitled

" Supplying Our Cells"?
2.

Of what value to you are the questions under the

c hapter section titled "Review Questions"?
3.

What section of the book '\vould you use to find

t he page reference for the topic "Flood Planes"?

Library

4.

Ho'\v are topics arran.csed in a refer ence book?

5.

\That is a

6.

Explain the dif! e rence betwee n science fiction

bio g r a~hy?

a nd science fact.
Vocabulary

7.

Turn to pag e 434, section entitled "Radiation

fro m Sparks", line 8.

\ . Jhat is the me8.r..ing of the \·: ord

radiate as used by the author?
8 ..

~Th a t

9.

Use

10.
r.sJ. ~ia t e

do cf' th e
th~

~·;o 't" d

0 8cill a te me a n ?

phra s e rna ,r:netic tieJ d in a sentence .

1) h e n electric and rnagn e t i c fields together

fro m an a ntennae t hey c. re

kno ~,m

as

--------------------·
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Read pages 434-437.

Identifyin~

11.

a re

Main Ideas
When a rubber rod is rubbed with \vool, sparks

pro~uc~d.

Wnen this is done near a radio why does the

radio crackle?
12.

What causes an electric spark?

13.

What

\•las

\~at

'\vas the most - i:nportant result of the

the reason given for energy loss in a

condenser?
lll-.
su g~esti.on

that enr-=rgy might be radiated by combined electric

and magnetic fields?

Identifying Pertinent Det3ils
15.

l·!hy is the \\ 0Yd
7

va·ves confusing i..n the term

e 1_.ec t ro:r1.agne t"1c T~.ave~?.
,
_
16.

\·Jhy must you not allow the S\vitch on a dry cell

to rema in closed for a lons period of ti..me?

17.
file and

\Then

~ ,.,. ire

18.

m.:_"l_~<in g

a simple oscillator, v1hy are the

tap e d 'tvhere they are to be held?

How is a crude condenser

fo~rn e d?

Following Di rections
19.

-!hat is the fir s t

1

step in setting up an
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oscillating magnetic field?
20.

How do you reverse the current in an oscillating

magnetic field?

Drawing Conclusions
21.

~fuat

happens \\yhen the charge on the t\·Jo plates

in a condenser is reversed?
22.

'.\That does an electric field have in com_rnon 'hTith

a magnetic field?
23.

,,Jhy are graphs used in studying electromagnetic

waves?

Aprylication
24.

Name one result that came from the discovery and

study of electromagnetic Haves?
25.

'iJhat \vould you have to do to a spring to make

it oscillate?
26.

Note the third

diAg~am

of the spreading fields

of magnetism on the bottom of page 436.

~~at

common thing

in nature rloes this remind you of?

Formulas, SymQols
27.

~·That

28..

"'Jrite, using sy:nbols,

does the H refer to in the symbol H20?
forty

de~r'=es

Fahrenheit.
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K~THEK4TICS

GROUP READING INVENTORY

(Exploring Elementary Algebra - Grade Nine)

Restating Verbal Problems
Have students read problem 6, page 420, and ans'{.,Jer
the following questions:
1.

Re,.vri te the above problem in your o'\,-rn \vords.

2.

~Alhat

are you asked to do Hith the numeral 5?

3.

~fuat

are you asked to find?

4.

\.fuich basic mathematical operations t!lust you use

in solving this problem?

Adjusting One's Reading
Have students read problem 10, page 420, and ans\ver
the following questions:
5.
problem 6?
6.

Hould you read problem 10 faster or

than

'hThy?
Would you read a problem in mathematics

differeTltly from the "tvay you \vould read a story?
7.

slo~ver

Hhat steps

~....,ould

\,Tfty?

you use in reading anv math-

ematical oroblem?

T•-?nsl.sting \·lords to S rmbols
8..

Reread problem 6 carefull y .

T.Jrite the svmbols
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which stand for the follo"tving phrases in that problem:
a.

multiplied by

b.

increased by

c.

is the same as

Kno't,7in;; Symbol

9.

M~anings

~fuat

a.

-..

b.

<

c.

>

is meant by each of the following symbols?

d .. ~

e.

[]

f.
Understanding

Vocabula~y

bigger

solving for X

whole number

bushel

notation

long

factoring

squ.c1re root

centigrade

formula

hio-h

gallon

C>

rod
~ro'Jorti.on

inte g er
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10 ..

Hhich of the above \vords represent ideas of

quantity?

11.

\lliich of the above words re-present n11mber nrocesses?

12.

\. 1hich
.
of the above words renresent kinds of

measurement?

13.

Define each of the following:

a.

polynomial

b.

coefficient

c.

dividend

d.

area

e.

nerimeter

•

Noting Relationshi_22_
in Fo~mulae and Egu-::_~i01]2
Read the following problem carefully:

The su:TJ. of three 11urnbers is 10.
second number from the first,

subtra~t

the

the result is 30, and if you

add the second and third, you get -8.
lL~..

If you

(P. 375, No. 10.)

Hrite an eque.tion to express the first relation-

ship in the above problem.

15 ..

\~Jri te

an equation to exnress the second relation-

shi1 i.T1 the .:1.bove :--roblem •
16 ..

~·;rj

te an

ea,~ation

shin in the above Droblern.

to exoress the third relation-
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17.

Write the following equation in your own words:
8 + 22

=

30

Obtaining Information from
Charts, Tables and Graphs
18.

Read problem 3, page 255,and draw a diagram to

i llustrate the

~roblem.

19.

$10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0

I

2,000
4,000

The above graph reoresents the net earnings of a
company during th e years 1959-64.

Answer the following

questions using this graph:
a.

l·.Jhat was the difference in net earnings for

the years 1963 and 1964?
b.

What \vas the total loss in income for the

years 1959 to 1964?
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c.
1 963?

What were the average earnings for 1960 and

APPENDIX C
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
The following activities and suggestions for developing vocabulary,. although based on individual content area
materials, can be applied with little variation to any of
the content areas.
English
1.

Teaching word attack
Before students are given a reading.
assignment, teachers can go through
the selection and decide which words
are most likely to cause difficulty.
The teacher can then present these
words in context and ask students to
determine their meaning.

Those

words which most students have
difficulty with can then be taught
using the following approaches:
(a)

The teacher can first help
students with the pronuncia tion
of longer words by helping them
to identify the root word
marking off the syllables and
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putting in the accent marks.
For example:
(b)

in/ter/change/a/ble.

The teacher can help students
determine meaning from context
by teaching the various types
of context clues such as:
(i)

Direct explanation clue:
An ecologist, a scientist
who specializes in the
relationship between living
things and their environment,
is likely to have

authorita tiv~

opinions on the problem of
pollution versus man's
survival.
(ii)

Explanation through example:
In the course of man's
evolutionary developr:.,ent,
cer.tain orgn.ns have atrophied.
The appendix, for example,
has wasted away from disuse.

(iii)

Smrunary clue:
Peter Littlefield, our center,
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stands six feet three in
his stocking feet and weighs
210 pounds.

His teammates

call him "Runt", an obvious
misnomer.
(iv)

Familiar expression or
language experience clue:
He took it upon himself - yes,
he appropriated the entire
responsibility for raising
money for the class gift.

(v)

Inference clue:
Sharon told her roommate, "I'm
through with blind dates forever.
~bat

This one topped all!
a dull evening!

bored every minute.

I was
The conver-

sation was absolutely vaoid!"
2.

Greek and Latin word parts
When teachers help students to become familiar
with common Greek and Latin word parts
and teach them to use these in combination
with context clues, they are helping them to
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acquire numbers of related English
words and are teaching them a selfhelp technique through structural
analysis.

The following are some

suggestions to teach Greek and Latin
word parts:
(a)

How many words can you get?
Have students write a word
ancestor such as poly- on their
paper.

Then have them write as

many words that begin with polyas they can, for example, polygon,
polynomial.

Set a time limit

and see which student can get
the most words.

They may consult

a dictionary.
(b)

Word coinages
After students have studied
certain Greek and Latin word
elements, the teacher or a student
coins words by combining familiar
parts.

Other students can guess

what they mean.

For example:
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magomarshmallowphile - a lover
of big marshmallows.
(c)

Vocabulary-building slip
Students can collect prefixes
and roots and their derivatives
on slips of paper or in a vocabulary notebook.

For example:

Greek or Latin word part:
meaning:

(d)

omni

all

English derivatives

Meaning

Omniscient

All-knowing

Words from mythology
The teacher can have students
collect words which refer to
Greek and Roman gods.

For example:

atlas, cereal, lunatic, oracle,
hector, tantalize, mercurial and
herculean.
4.

Dictionary skills
(a)

Selecting meaning

(b)

n ~t~rmi nin ~J

(c)

Interpreting the information on
derivatives

ry~onu~ciaticn
•
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(d)

Using the information about
synonyms

5.

Activities for Motivation and
Enrichment
Teachers can use a variety of "word
play" activities, particularly for
less mature students, to intrigue and
stimulateG

Even with more mature

students, a lighter approach may sometimes be -desirable.

Such activities

offer opportunity for the reinforcement
of vocabulary learnings.
(a)

Mr. Webster Says
Five judges are appointed to a
team from the members of the
class.

The remainder of the

class is divided into two teams.
The leader of team 1 announces
a word.

The leader of the second

team must define the word and use
it in a sent ence which is acceptable.
For example, the word decrepit
may be defined as old and physically
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broken

do~m,

as in the sentence

"His model T runs but is very
decrepit".

The words could be

collected from glossaries in the
texts, reader, speller and so on.
The judges decide Hhether the
player on the second team scores
a point.

Each team has the same

amount of time, or players from
both
(b)

tea~s

can take turns.

Prefixes
The prefix is announced, for
example, auto.

Each student gives

a word beginning with it, as
automobile, autocrat,
(c)

autorn~tic.

Suffixes

A root word is announced, for
example, electric.

A stt...dent

gives as many words as he can
that are formed from the root

.~

. .
1 r"~Ctrl..Cl_Rn,

He scores

a point for each word given.

If
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another student can add to the
list, one point must be deducted
from the original score for each
word given by the other members
of the class.
(d)

Antonyms
Teams ar.e formed of five or six
members each.

The teacher

announces a word, such as relinquish,
then uses it in a sentence.

Each

student on a team, in turn, gives
words that are opposite in meaning,
as retain, grasp, maintain,
restrain.

A point is scored for

each member of the team that
supplies an antonym.

If a member

of another team can supply additional ones, the two points for
each 'tvord may be credited to his
team.
(e)

Synonyms
Conduct this activity in the same
way as the one described under
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Antonyms.

The words accepted

must mean about the same as the
word announced.
(f)

Crossword Puzzles
The teacher or several of the
advanced pupils can construct
puzzles for others to complete.

(g)

Match-Ups
The teacher or a group of
students can compile a list of
new adjectives which may be used

to describe personality traits
of classmates, other students
or staff members.

Using their

dictionaries, students match
adjectives and people they know,
then compare their descriptions
with those of the other members
of the class.
(h)

Teachers can use a number of
commercially marketed word games
such as Password, Y.!hat' s the Good
Word, Scrabble and Probe.
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Social Studies
1.

Encourage pupils to construct and
use a personal file of new words
which have been encountered.

Using a

file card and a dictionary. students
should record the meaning of each new
word as it is used within the context
of the social studies topic. how it
might be used in a sentence and a
synonym for that word.

For example:

Depression
Dictionary definition - a period marked
by slackening of business activity.
much unemployment. falling prices and
wages
Sentence - Canada experienced a big
depression in 1930 in which there was
very little employment and people were
poor.
Synonym - a time of no work. no
employment. no money
2.

The Divided Page
The teacher can have students set
aside a section of their notebook as
a glossary.

As the students meet each

new key term. they can collect it for
~I
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their glossary.

Encourage them to

keep this record up to date.

Direct

the students to draw a line down the
middle of a page in their notebooks.
In the "Key Termu column on the left,
have them record the new word.

In

the ,,Meaning u column on the right,
have them enter the meaning.

For

example:

Key Term

Meaning

Chapter 22
1.

depression (p. 184)

a period marked by
slackening of business
activity, much unemployment,
falling prices and wages.

2.

inequalities (p. 184)

lack of proper proportion;
unequal distribution

Test your understanding by
covering this side
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3.

Multiple meanings
s ·tudents can be guided into discovering
that a word can have multiple meanings.
An activity such as the one below
. might be valuable.

Words are listed

with some of their meanings and students are
direc.ted to underline the correct
meanings for each word.
Words
i.

foreign

Possible meanings
a.

b.
c.

d.
ii. depression

a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

known to us
alien
not of our
nationality
doesn't belong
in the group
a time "\vhen most
people are poor
a time when there
is plenty of money
for most
a hollow in the
ground
a time '\vhen one
is sad

Word analysis and meaning
Direct students to follow these

directions:
(a)

Give the two syllable word which
means tax on imrorted and exported
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goods

T
(b)

I

Give the three syllable word '\vhich
means money

c
5.

I

/

Help pupils to correlate the new words
or terms with a current event to show
their imoortance to the particular age
group.

6.

Hold daily discussion of words and
terms giving special attention to word
roots and to shades of meanings.
such study, relate the words or

After
term~

to the assignment.
7.

Direct students to underline new words
in the text and 1.vrite the meanings at
the bottom of the page.

8.

Encourage pup ils to use difficult
words in sentences of their .o,.vn.

Sci e nce a n. rl. Ma them.q t

1.

j

cs

Categ orizing
Dir ect students to Dlace the words
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below in one or more of the three
categories listed.
planetoids
eccentric
epicycles

ellipses
umbra
apogee

Words perta~ning
to orbit
2.

corona
mass
perihelion

Words ·pertaining
to eclioses

Objects
in space

Matching exercise
Direct students to match the following
words with the definitions below them.
perihelion
aphelion

3.

planetoid
satellite

(a)

an object which travels
in orbit around ·a planet

(b)

a minor planet

(c)

the point at which the
earth is closest to the sun

(d)

the point at which the
earth is farthest from the sun

Critical thinking
Direct students to note the rows of
words.

H~ve

them circle the word in

each ro\v which they do not think .i s

related to the other two.

Tell them

to be prepared to defend their choice.
arc
radius

square
chord

trapezoid
vertex
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rectangle
4.

triangle

rhombus

\-lord puzzle

Direct students to read each
definition and think of a word that
fiti it, has as many letters as
there are blanks, and has the letter
"i" in the correct position.
(a)

i

i

(b)
(c)

i

i.

the path a planet follows in
its orbit

ii.

?erfectly circular orbits
of the planets

iii.

point where earth is farthest
from the sun

5.

Develop crossword nuzzles which involve
-

I.

the use of nAw concepts.

Encourage

the students to construct similar puzzles
and to exch-:1nge them Hith others.
D~scus s

th2 rneani.ng of new words that
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will be appearing in a reading
lesson.
7.

Explain how to use context clues to get
meaning and provide opportunities in
using them.

8.

Emphasize the use of the dictionary
while pupils are reading science
material and preparing reports.

9.

Use new words in class

discussion~

explaining and discussing them.
10.

Below are listed. prefixes, suffixes
and root words with their meanings.
Have students use these word parts
to assemble science words by placing
each word part and its meaning in the
correct column, and the meaning of
the assembled \vord in its column.
Some word parts may be used m0re
than once.

PREFIXES

ROOTS

alti-, height

atom, small particle

anti-, against

meter, measure
biotics, pertaining
to life

SUFFIXES
-ize, to make
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Prefix
and Meaning

Root
and Meaning

alti-, height

meter, measure

Suffix
and Meaning

Assembled Word
and Meaning.
altimeter, to
measure height

READING TO GET MAIN IDEA
This skill is basic to several comprehension skills,
such as reading to generalize or to· differentiate between
fact and opinion.

Below are the suggested steps in teaching

the main idea.
1.

Recognizing the main idea in a
sentence
Guide the students through discussion
to determine the essential words of a
sentence and still keep the idea.
example:

For

I shall arrive at the Inter-

national Airport in New York City at
nine o'clock on Wednesday evening.
The important meaning words in this
sentence are "Arrive International
Airport New York nine Hednesday evening"o
Students should be led to see that these
words are in fact the main idea of that
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sentence.
2.

Recognizing the main idea in a paragraph
when it is stated
The following procedure explains
determining the main idea when it is
stated in the first sentence.

A similar

procedure can be follo\ved when the
main idea is stated in the middle of
a paragraph or at the end.
Direct students to read the following
paragraph:
A school performs many services for
the residents of a community.

It

offers instructional services for school
age children during the day and, often,
courses for adults in the evening.
It provides a meeting place for community
organizations.

It also serves as an

active cultural center, for

plays~

concerts, and lectures are often scheduled.
Next, direct the students to list the
important ideas in the p a ragraph.
example:

For

school performs many services,
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offers instructional services, provides
meeting place, cultural center.
Now lead students to determine that
the first group of words in fact
represents the overall idea of the
para&raph.

Hence the first sentence is

the main idea of the paragraph.
3.

Recognizing the main thought in a
paragraph when it is not stated
Have students read a paragraph like
the following:
We visited the seals frolicking in the
water.

Then we paid a visit to the

colorful birds in the big new birdhouse.
After that we stopped for a coke and hot
dog.

Before going home we spent a lot

of time watching the funny monkeys.
Ask students to find the key ideas.
Visited seals + visit to birds + coke and
hot dog + before going home + watching
monk~ys

=

?

Here students will note

that there is no

st~ted

overall idea. They

must therefore make inferences.

Students
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must look at all the key ideas and
determine the main idea of the paragraph
themselves.

In this easy paragraph,

most students will agree that the key
thought is "we visited the zoo" or
something similar.
4.

Application of the first three steps to
content area textbooks
After the introductory work, tell students
to look for the point the passage
makes- the broadest, most significant
message of the author.

The follolving

are suggestions for each of the content
areas.
An example in English:
Read to find out why this selection has
the title
~~at

------------------------------?

is a good title for this paragraph?

Be sure your title is a good indication of
what the paragraph contains and is broad
enough to cover its content.
Write a telegram of ten words or less
conveying the broadest, most significant
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information in this selection (or
paragraph).
An example in science:
Read the procedures you will follow in
this laboratory experiment.

Give the

purpose of the experiment in a sentence
or two.
An example in mathematic.s:
Direct students to read the problem
thoroughly, A.sking
about?"

"h1hat is this all

Size up the :::>roblem·situation.

Read it again, if necessary, asking "Hhat
am I to finn here?"
An example in social studies:
Read the section "The Canadians of 1901"
to find the major reasons for political
disunity in Canada in that year.
5.

Use the title and

pa~agraph

or section

headings as clues in discovering the
chief thought:
('1)

H~ve

the students make questions
for each hec:.cting. By vtaking such
ou2sti0ns for st11dying the section,
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the pupil has set up a purpose for
his reading.

6.

(b)

Have the students invent their
own titles for the material being
read.

(c)

Encourage students to write subject
headings for reports and similar
materials.

Choose fro m material that . is being read
by the students several paragraphs that
contain good key sentences.

Write the

key sentences on the blackboard.

Have

the students find the paragraph from
which each was taken.

7.

Provide a series of paragraphs with
several possible headings for each,
one of which is correct, one too inclusive,
and one

o~

two misleading or containing

misstated facts.

Have the students

select the correct heading and give
their reasons for their choice.
8.

Provide students with a copy of a
three-paragraph nonfiction selection.
List four sentences below the selection,
one of which represents the main idea.
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Ask them to choose the main idea and
to tell why the other sentences are
not appropriate.

READING FOR SUPPORTING DETAILS
After the students have developed sufficient skill
in determining the main ideas they will recognize for them- ·
selves the need for skill in reading for details, for without
details the general ideas will lack depth and the degree of
meaning needed to master the subject matter.

The following

are some suggestions which can be applied to all subject
areas:

1.

Give specific questions that students
can answer after reading.

2.

Have students determine the topic
sentence of a paragraph and then find
evidence to support the idea expressed.

3.

Have students jot down important
details as they read and then rank
them in importance according to criteria
agreed upon by the class.

4.

Assign students to write topic sentences
with supporting details, then construct
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paragraphs.
5.

Guide the students to see that the author
provides clues to the details in a
selection through the use of ordinal
numbers, cardinal numbers and signal
words such as therefore, because, but,
however, besides, as a result, generally.
The following are some activities for
S"?ecific content areas:

6.

An exaTple in English literature:
\~at

details create a mood .of melancholy

in the opening paragraphs of "The Fall
of the House of Usher? 0
Phich character did you like or
dislike in the story?

~fuat

has the

author done or had the character do to
make you like or dislike him?
Illustrate this scene from the story.
7.

An

exam~le

in social studies:

React this acco11nt of the life of Sir
Wilfr ed

Laurier~

Notice how new
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paragraphs introduce new .events in his
life or important aspects of it.

~fuke

brief notes (just a word or two) that
give the gist of the event, or jot a
word or t'\vO in the margin.
8.

An example in science:
What conditions are probably necessary
for a tornado to form?
What are catalysts?

What are their

unusual properties?
Can you find in this passage evidence
that supports the author's statement
that some present-day land areas were
once covered by the ocean?
9~

An example in mathematics:
What are you to find in this problem?
What facts are given?

What information

are you already given in the problem?

READING TO INTERPRET VERBAL
PROBLEMS IN MATHEMATICS
1.

The teacher must guide t he student to
understand tha t in solving problems,
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he must determine:

2.

(a)

what numbers and other facts are
given

(b)

·mat kinds of answers he is trying
to derive

(c)

Hhat arithmetical nrocedure should
be used

(d)

the sequence of the steps to be
employed for solving the problem

The valne of slow careful reading of
each Droblem should be em-ohasized.
vfuil e reading, the students should be
concerned with the basic parts of each
sentence, including important

~·Tords

or

'\vord clues and facts and fi g'Jres which
are important ingredients in solving
the p:coblem.

3.

Us e different ty? es of diagrams to
illustrnte the steps in the solution of
a verbal problem.

For examryle:

Hotv

many nickels, oimes and quarters are
there in $5.75 if there
rrtany dime s as

~ick e ls

~ua rt A r s

d i~e s?

th An

ar ~

twice a s

and t'\vO mo r e
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Number

Kind
nickel
dime
quarter

Value

X

2x
2x + 2
Sx + 10(2x) + 25(2x + 2) = $5.75

7

X -

4.

Sx
10(2x)
25(2x + 2)

Teach the student '\vho has difficulty
in internreting

mathe~atical

terms to

substitute synonyms that he can understand.

5.

Provide

sup~lementary

verbal problems

for the class by listing nroblems of
varying levels of difficulty on senarate
sheets.
6..

GivP students a list of basic facts and
figures to construct Hord problems in
'\vhich the solution \•7ill require the use
of a n

7.

arithm~tical

nrocedure.

I.'=ad students to thin"':< through the

information in a problem to make a good
gu9ss as to the solution.

More imnortant

still, guide students to test their
guesses --..zith the dat a g iven.
8.

Tr y holdin q

s ~ ssions

concentrate s on

in vrhich one

~1. 1 ldJ_ n ?;

students through
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the reading of verbal problems - through
the· stage of formulating the open
sentence but no further.
through a sequence:

Guide them

reading for the

drift of the problem - asking,
am I to find?"

·~at

noting what is given -

making a "data diagram" - planning their
strategy, and so on.

In these practice

sessions, have them concentrate only on
reading and thinking through the
information.

They need not spend time

performing the computations.
9.

Write out the statement in the problem
across the chalkboard in one long line.
Then show, just below, how the verbal
statement can be written in a mathematical
statement by substituting the right
mathematical symbols for the words.
This "translation device" is often
effective.

INTERPRETING
1.

~lliANING

Have students read the introductory
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paragraph of a chapter or section of a
chapter and ask them to predict the
probable organization of the chapter.
2.

Present students with a conclusion
drawn _ from the assignment and ask them
to find justifications.

After practice

in this '\'lay, a false generalization may
be presented and students asked to
evaluate it in terms of information
given in the chapter of the text.
3.

Present students with a paragraph and
several conclusions and ask them to
determine which conclusions appear
justified.

4.

Offer students a number of paragraphs
out of sequence and ask them to place
them in proper order.

S.

Give students a pqragraph, and offer
them a series of statements.

Ask them

to indicate which statements are
consistent with the information provided
in the paragr a ph.
6.

Offer students an incomplete series of
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logical steps and ask them to supply
the missing part.
7.

Draw students into expressing an opinion
based on material read; then ask them
to defend their opinion by showing how
the material read is related to it.

QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES DESIGNED
TO DEVELOP THE ABILITY
TO DRAW CONCLUSIONS
1.

Questions such as "On the basis of the
evidence, what conclusions can you dra'\v?" ·

2.

Is the author's conclusion sound, based
on the evidence he gives and in the light
of current knowledge?

3.

Offer students a list of facts and a
number of possible conclusions.

Have

them select the best conclusions and be
prepared to give reasons for their choice.
4.

Encourage students to give opinions and to
explain how they arrived at such
conclusions ..

5.

Ask pup ils to identify the kind of person
to whom certain advertisements are
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probably directed:
(a)

a man with a tatooed arm smoking
a cigarette

(b)

a beautiful girl reclining on top
of a sports car

(c)

a picture of the Rock of Gibraltar
in an advertisement
ACTIVITIES TO TEACH
LOCATING SKILLS

Sources of information
Indexes
Tables of contents
Glossaries
Card Catal.ogues
General references
Ne't·.:rspapers, magazines, pamphlets
tables, maps, graphs, charts
Dictionaries
Activities
1.

Discuss where to find each of these
sources - indexes, tables of contents,
glossaries, card catalogues - and the
information that each gives.

2.

Assign each student one of the above
items to report on.

3.

Discuss general reference s , newspapers,
magazines and p amph lets and shn··.v- ·chich ar e
most likely to be used, the information
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they contain and where they can be found.
4.

Give speaking and writing assignments
requiring the use of the various sources
of information.

5.

Discuss the reliability of references
such as newspapers.

6.

Discuss the reliability of general
references in terms of

copyright date,

author's qualifications and the like.
7.

Have students prepare graphs, tables
or charts to present facts in a report
to the class.
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ENGLISH

SUPPLEMENTARY BOOKS FOR INDEPENDENT READING

Har-Nal Distributors Ltd.
100· Steelcase Road E.
l'1arkham., Ontario
Title

An thor
Anderson, R.
Anderson, R ..
Asimov, I.
Boulle, P.
Br

o,,~,

J •D •

Burton, R.
Campanella, R.
Chapman, A.
Chut-=, M.
Clarke, · A. C •
Clnrke, A.C.
Cooper, ·J . F.
Cooper, J.F.
Crane, s.
Davies, L .. P.
Duncan, L.
Fenton, E.
Graham, L.
Gunn, J.
HP..rte, B.
Hunter, D.
Hur,.vnod, B.J.
Kahn, D.
Markham, F.
Neufeld, J.
Neufeld, J.
Nenfeld, J.
Or1vell, G.
Portis, C.
Pratt, T.
Samuels, G.

Reading Level

Beyond the Beyond
The Day of Their Return
David Star Space Ranger
Garden on the Hoon
Stars in my Cro\-.Ttl
Poems:
An Anthology
It's Good to be Alive
Black Voices
Stories From Shakespeare
A Fall of Moondust
Islands in the Sky
The Deerslayer
The Last of the Hohicans
The Red Barlge of Courage
The P8per Dolls
Do\"TI a Dark Hall
Ann of the Thousand Days
South Tov:-n
The Listeners
The Outcasts of Poker Flat
Sasquatch
Passport to the Supernatural
The Code Breakers
Napoleon
Lisa Bright and Dark
Edgar Allen
T,,;rink
Animal Farm
True Grit
The Barefoot t/1ailr!lan
Run, Shelley, Run

7-10

7-10
5-10
7-10

10
9
9
9

7-10
7-10
7-10

7-10
7-10

7-10
10
6-9 ·

7-10
6-9
7-10

8-11
9
9
7-10

10
7-10

S-9
7-10
7-10

8-11
7-10
7-10
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Author

Reading Level

Title

'.J.

Scott,
Stevenson, R.L.
Swift, J.
Twain, M.
van Tuyl, B.
van Tuyl, B.
\•!h it n ey, P. A •
Wood, P.A.
York, C.B.

Ivanhoe
Kidnapped
Gulliver's Travels
Huckleberry Finn
Sunbonnet: Filly of the Year
Bonnie and the Haunted Farm
The Fire and the Gold
I've Missed a Sunset or Three
Nothing Ever Happens Here

Scott, Foresman and Company
433 E. Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois
60611
Blackmore, R.D.
Defoe, D.
Dickens, C.
Melville, H.
Stevenson, R.L.
T·\\"rain, M.
Verne, J.

Dickens, c.
Doyle, A.C.
Dumas, A.
Kottmeyer, \·J.A.
Kottrneyer, W.A.
London, J.
Nalory, T.
Scott, w.
Hal lace, L.

(High-Interest Low-Vocabulary)

Lorna Doone
Robinson Crusoe
The Prince and the Pauper
Hoby Dick
Treasure Island
Torn Sa,.vyer
Around the World in
Eighty Days

Hebster Publishing Division
McGraw-Hill, Inc.
Manchester, Missouri
63011

7-10
6-12
9
7-10
5-9
5-9
7-10
6-10
6-10

4-6
4-6
3
4-6
4-6
4-6
4-6

(High- Interest Lo"\v-Vocabulary)

Tale of Two Cities
Cases of Sherlock Holmes
Count of Monte Cristo
Greek and Roman Nyths
Simon Bolivar
Call of the Wild
King Arthur and His Knights
Ivanhoe
Ben Hur

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Author

Title

Reading Level

Airmont Publishing Co. Inc.
22 East 60th . Street
New York, New York
Ha~vthorne,

N.

London, J.
Hyss, J.D.

House of Seven Gables
\,Jhi te Fang

The Swiss Family Robinson

9
6
5

Holt, Rinehart & '-'linston Co. of Canada Ltd.
833 Oxford Street
Toronto, Ontario
Blackburn, P.
Brooks, C.K.
Brooks, C.K.
Guerra, V.
Monig, C.
Nore, D.
Sharpe, D.
Stull, E.
Trout, L.
Tro"Llt, L.
Tro1.1t, L.
Trout, L.
Vance, Eo

Citi.es
I've Got a Name
Search for America
Turning Point
The Acid Nightmare
Sight Lines
Nobody But Yourself
Larger Than Life
Conflict
At Your Own Risk
I (He)
Unkno\\:n Hor lds
Escap2

7-9
7-9
7-9
7-9
7-9
7-9
7-9
7-9
7-9
7-9
7-9
7-9
7-9

Marty Goes to Holly1vood
To Sir \.Yi th Love
The SepDrate Star
They Hod ~ Dream
The C~oss and the St·Jitchblade

7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12

Pyramid Publications

444 Na.ctison Avenue
New York
Bailk, E.
Braithwaite, E.R.
Erdma.n, L.G.
Reasons, G.
':!ilkerson, D.
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Title

Author

Reading Level

Avon Books
959 Eighth Avenue
New York
The Fara\.vay Lurs
There is a Season
His Enemy, His Friend

Behn, H.
Rose, K.
Tunis, J.R.

7-12
7-9
7-10

Fitzhenry and V·Thiteside Limited
150 Lesmill RoA.d
Don Mills, Ontario
Ball, J.
Bradbury, R.
Pa"t"ks, G.
Shute, N.

In the Heat of ·the Night
Fahrenh2it 451
The Learning Tree
On the Beach

7-10
7-10

7-10
7-10

Pocket Books
630 Fifth Avenue
Ne1.v York
Blanton, C.
Butler, B.
Ed¥7ards, A.

Hold Fast to Your Dreams
Light a Single Candle
Haunted Sum.'Tler

5-8
7-9
6-9

The Ni..racle Porker
The Han Hho Nevc:r Has
Gr2at TRles o~ H0rror
The i".fo,,_8e thA-t R0arecl

6-12
6-12
7
6-1?

Bantam Books, Inc.
271 "'1adison Avenue
Ne'-'J York

G1.h
...... son,

r.r

~· .

Picard, S.
Poe 1 E.A.
Hibb~rJF:.y,

L.
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Title

Author

Reading Level

Dell Publishing -Co. Inc.
750 Third Avenue
Nev..7 York
Campbell, H.
Jones, J.

Why Not Join the Giraffes
Pistol

5-8
7-8

SCIENCE
MULTI-LEVEL READING LIST
Griffin House
Griffin Press Limited
455 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario
Author
Amos, H.H.
Asimov, I.
Asimov, I.
Asimov, I.
Asirnov, I.
Asimov, I.
Aylesworth, T.G.
Barr, G.
Billington, E.
Bibby, C.
Black, P.
Black\vood, P.E.
Bowman, J.c.
Branley, F.M.
Branley, F.M.
Branley, F.M.

(High-Interest

Low-Vocabulary)

Title
The Life of the Seashore
ABC's of Space
Galaxies
Mars
The Moon
Stars
This Vital Air, This
Vital Water: Man's
Environmental Crisis
Fun and Tricks For
Young Scientists
Understanding Ecology
Your Body and How it Works
Busy Winds
Push and Pull: The Story
of Energy
On Guard:
Living Things
Defend Themselves
A Book of Venus For You
Gravity is a Mystery
Man In Space to the Moon

Reading Level

6-8
3-6
3-5
3-5
2-4
3-6
6-8
4-8
5-8
6-8

2-4
6-8

4-7
2-5

2-4
4-7
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Title

Author
Cooper, M.
Davies, J.c.
Dolezal, E.
Edson, L.
Edlin 1 HcL.
Eeckhoudt, J.P.
Farady, N.
Fenton, C.Lo
Freedman, A.H.
Feravolo, R.
Freeman, Mo
Freeman, M.
Gallant, R.A.
Hagg~rty,

J.J.

Halacy, D.S.
Heady, E.O.
Henry, B.
Hyde, N.O.
Kerman, SoD.
Kohn, B.
Kramer, J.
Laube.r., P.
Ley, TJ.
H.
McC.? rthy, A.
HcCn r mic ,.,.. , 0.,
He. t th e,,7S, r.y ., H.
Li~s,

Gift From the Sun: The
Hastering of Energy
Fresh Water: The
Precious Resource
Conquest of Space
\.Jorlds Around the Sun
Plants and Man: The
Story of Our Basic Food
A Butterfly is Born
A Chemical History of
a Candle
The Fossil Book: A Record
of Pr~historic Life
Animal Instincts
Easy Physics Projects:
Air, Water an~ Heat
When Air Neves
The Look-It-Up Book of
Space
Exploring Mars
Apollo: Lunar Landing
Charles Babbage: Fcther
of the Computer
Coat of the Earth: The
Story of Grass
Air
Exploring Earth and Space
Color Television and Ho'tv
it \,Jerks
The Scientific Method
Gardens Under Gl~ss: The
Minic..ture Greenhons~ in
Bottle, Bowl or Dish
The Plr'n ~ ts
Inside the Orbit of the
Earth
UFO's
Gi a nt .".nimals of Long Ago
The Life of the Fore st
~onder s of the Dino saur
'Horld

Reading

6-8
6-8
6-8
6-8
6-8
4-8
6-8
7-8
6-8

4-7
4-6
5-8
4-8

5-8
6-8
6-8
6-8
4-7
7-8

4-7
6-8
5-8
7-8
5-8

4-7
6-8
4-6

L~vel
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Author

Title

Michel, J.
Niering, vJ .A.
Pearl, ReM.
Pearl, R.M.
Pough, F.H.
Pough, F.H.
Pringle, Co
Richey, BcJ.
Selsam, H.
Shuttlesworth, Do
Simon, S.
Slote, A.
Sootin, H.
Stepp, J.
Stone, G.K.

.
1
Ver.ra.
....

, c•

~'Teters,

J .F.

Weiss, H.
l,·Jinchester, J o H o
Zim, H.

Reading Level

Small Motors You Can Make
The Life of the Marsh:
The North Americcn
\..Jet lands
l·londers of Gems
Wonders of Rocks and
Mineral::>
A Field Guide to Rocks
and Hinerals
The Story of Gems and
Semi-precious Stones
The Only Earth He Have
Apollo Astronauts:
First
Hen on the Noon
Ho\v Animals Tell Time
Clean Air - Sparkling
Hater
Heather and Climate
The Moon in Fact ~nd
Fantasy
Exnerirnents With Electric
Currents
Setting Up A Science
Project
Science Project ?uzzlers:
StaJ:-ter Ideas for the
Curious
Go! The Story of Outer

4-8

Spe. c~

4-7

vfuat Does an
Do?

res

4-6

4-6
4-8

5-8
6-8
5-8

3-6
6-8
4-7
5-8
5-8

4-8
6-8

Oceanogra~her

Motor9 and Engines
Hurricanes, Storms,
Torn.s d0es
~\fa

6-8

4-8
4-8
5-8
3-5
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Har-Nal Distributors Ltd.
100 StPelcase Road E.
Narkharn, Ontario
Author

Title

Asimov, I.
Asimov, I.
Bova, B.
Bova, B.,
Bova, B.
Carson, R.
Clarke, AoC.
Lorenyz, K~
Matthiessen, Po
Pearl, RcHo
Peterson, RoTo
Seton, E.,To
Storer, JoH.
Sullivan, \.J.

Reading Level

The Chemicals of Life
The Genetic Code
The Quest of Quasars
The New Astrono~ies
The Fourth State of Matter
The Ag e of the Sea
Report on Planet Three
King Solomon's Ring
Blue Heridian
Hm:.-.7 to Know the Hineral s
and Rocks
How to Know the Birds
Lives of the Hunted
The \·!eh of Life
·He al:"e not Alone

·- - - - - - - - - - - ---------- - --·-

--

10
10
7-10
9-11
9-11
10
9-11
7-10
9

7-10
7-10
7-10
8-11
11

· - - - --- - -----

Books of Canada Ltd.
888 Dupont Street
Toronto, Ontario
Cox, B.
Dance, PeSo
Forsdyke, AoGo
Garno~·!,

Go

Honey, S.
Nicolson, L.
Remi_n :.;ton, J.E.
Sa11nd e r s, D o
Stidivorthy ~ .J.
Thomas , A.
Trib '? , I.
·u orc ~ s ter, R •

Prehi s toric Animals
Sea She lls
Weather and Weather

6-10
9-li

Forecas~ing

8-10

One, Tr,;ro, Three ••••
Infinity
The Aninal Kingdom
Exploring the ~lanets
Insects of the World
Sea Birds
Snake s of the World
On the Sh ore of Endl e s s

9-12
7-10
6-10
9

8-10
5-9

T,1or lc1 s

9

The Pl a nt King dom
Ele c tronics

7-10
8-10
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SOCIAL STUDIES
~IDLTI-LEVEL

READING LIST

Griffin House
Griffin Press Limited
455 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario
Author

Title

Baldwin, C.
Bo":vsfield, H.
Bjorklund, 0.
Bleeker, S.
Burland, C.
Carse, R.
Clark, E.
Cowan,
Davisf
Dykes,
Fells,

H.
EoNe

J.G.
M.E.

Fisher, O.M.
Guillet, E.C.
Hardy, VJ.G<>
HaHorth, E.
Hayes, J.F.
Ho,vard, R.
Hov:rard, R.
Humphries, Co
Hutchinson, B.
Jurlson, C.
Kidd, K.E.
Lee.chman, D.
Lindsay, S.
Linne\venver, C.

Reading Level

How Indians Really Lived
Laurier
The Indians of Northeastern America
The Eskimo
North American Indian
Mythology
The GrePt Lakes Story
Cherokee Chief: The Life
o-f John Ross
Canada's Governors General
Canada's Oil Industry
Canada's Automotive Industry
Geo6raphy for Can-=?.dians
Book 1
Book 2
Book 3
Book 4First Geogra?hY of Canada
Early Life in U?~er Canada
Alberta
Im~rint of a Nation
The Nation Builders
Canada Votes, 1791-1891
Confederation
The Great De?ression
Hacdonald to nee..rson
The St. Lah rence See:tvay
Canadians of Long Ago
Nativ2 Trib~s of Canada
Th5_s is Cenada
7

The Fi.rst B00k of Canada

5-8
6-8

5-8
5-8
6-8
5-8
6-·8
7-8
6-8
6-8

5-8
5-8
5-8
5-8
5-8
REF
7-8
6-8
6-8
6-8

6-8
6-8
7-8
5-6
5-8
5-8
6-8

4-7
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Author

Title

Lower, R.M.
Nanchester, L.
Mason, F.V.
Nason, F.V.
McCourt, E.
McNeer, Mo
~.11onture,
E .B.
Moore, Bo
Morenus, Ro
Nathan, A.G.
Ondaatje, C.
Phillins, R .. A.J.
Rogers, E.S.
Ross, F.
G. F.
Stevenson, O.J.
Stue"bing, D.
Stuebing, D.
Symington, D.F.
Top"[.>ing s, E.
~.~al ker, D.
Stanle~r,

~·Tard,

N.

T!Jatts, A.
vJh it c , A • T •

\.Ji bber ley, L.

Reading Level

Colony to Nation
Canada's Fisheries
The Battle for Quebec
The Battle of Lake Erie
Revolt in the West
The Canadian Story
Famous Indians
Canada
The Hudson's Bay Company
The First Transatlantic
Cable
The Prime Ministers of
Cenada, 1867-lg67
Canada's Railways
Indians of Canada
The Land and People of
Canada
The Story of Canada's Flag
The Talking Hire
Buildins the C?R
Dieup e 1942
The Canadian Indian
C2nada
Canada's Aericulture
Govern~ent in Cnnada
Instant T·Teather Forecasting in Canada
The St. Lavrrence Sea,vay
of North America
The Co~nlete Life of
Winston Churchill

REF

6-8
6-8
6-8
5-7
5-8

6-8
6-8
4-6

4-6
5-8
5-8

6-8
6-8
5-8
5-8

6-8
6-8
7-8
5-8

6-8
REF
4-8
4-6
6-8
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Artley, A. Sterl.
Trends and Practices in Secondarv Reading.
Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association,
1968.
Aukerman, Robert C.
Rea1ing in the Secondarv School
NeN Yo:::-k:
McGra-.:-.J-Hill, 1972.

ClRssroo~.

Bamr:tan, Henry A., Ursula Hogan an·ri Charles E. Greene.
Reading
Instruction in the Secondarv Schools.
New York:
David
HcKay, 1961.
Dawson, Mild~ed A.
Develo~in~ Hig~ School Reading Programs.
Netvark, DelaHare:
Int:ernetion?.l Readin~ Association, 1957.
Dechant, Emerald.
~ead"iT!_.!I__ I~o'!:_e::llent in !:he Secondary School.
EngleT:~ood Cliffs: · "Prentice-Hall, 1973.
Thomas G. and Ho~qarc t-1 . Ev~ns.
~eadi'"("lc; in the
Se~ond2ry .Schools.
Dub,~que:
Kendall/Hunt, 1971.

Devi~1.0,

Du;2:gi71s, Jan.1es, ed.
Teachi11. r,; Reading for Hu'Tian Values in
Hin:h Scbool.
Coluf'1bus:
lvferri_]_l, 1972.

Elkins, Deborah.
Readin& I~~~m~nt in th~_Juni9E_~igh
Sch.onl.
Ne'" York:
Teachers College Press, Colu_rnbia
University, 1963.

Fader, Daniel N. and Elton B. HcNeil.
Oxford:
Gerr .""'. rd,

Hooketi on Books ..

Pergamon Press, lq66.

N.q,~:-6al':"~t

and John A. Ncirn.:1es.
T~acl,in~ of 'Readin.?: Ski_lls.
Don }:iills,
Nelson end So.;-;(c.anad-;~ !.td., 196n.

Im~~~vin.~

Ont~rio:

Your
Tho::cs

ImT)-coving Readit!o:;_:i.:_~_~econdarv Scho0ls:
Selected R~r1c~iD ;-:s.
N2.·p York:
The ~v-rac ~J1illan Co:rtpany,
1967.

Ha fDeL",

lie~b-:r,

L2-;·:rren~~

G.

'S. ;

Har old L.
TeP.~hi_ -r:'_a_ 'R.~E._din .::-: i::?-_Co~t0nt /.:::_:- e::1.s.
F-r.~ 1 e~ ·-:ood CI ifFs:
n-r"e"'t:i. r:.~-Ha. l_ ]' 1970.
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Herber, Harold L., ed. Developing Study Skills in Secondary
Schools. Newark, Delaware: International Reading
Association, 1965.
Karlin, Robert. Teaching Reading in High School. 2nd edition.
Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1972.
Karlin, Robert, Margaret J. Early and Gwen Horsman. Reading
Instruction in Secondary Schools. Newark, Dela"t.vare:
International Reading Association, 1969.
Massey, Will J. and Virginia D. Moore. Helping High School
Students to Read Better. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winsto~, Inc., 1966.
Marksheffel, Ned D. Better Reading in the Secondary School.
New York: Ronald Press, l966c
Olson, Arthur V. and Wilbur S. Ames, eds. Teaching. Reading
in Secondary Schools: Readings. Scranton, Pennsylvania:
International Textbook Company, 1970.
Robinson, Alan H. and Sidney J. Rauch, eds. Corrective
Reading in the High School Classroom. Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1966.
Robinson, H. Alan and Ellen La~ar Thomas. Fusing Reading
Skills and Content. Newark, Dela\·Jare:
International
Reading Association, 1969.
David L. Comprehensive High School Reading Hethods.
Columbus, Ohio: Merrill, 1973.

She~herd,

Shick, George B. and Bernard Schmidt. A Guidebook for the
Teaching of Reading. Chicago: Psychotechnics Press,
1966.
Ste\vart, L. Jane, Frieda M. Heller, and Elsie J. Aberty.
Improving Reading in the Junior High School. Ne'v York:
Ap ~ leton-Century-Crofts, 1957.
Strang , Ruth and Florence C. Rose.
Problems in the ImDrovement
of Reading in Hi gh ?chool and Colle g e.
Lancaster,
Pennsylvania: The Science Press. Printing Company, 1940.
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Strang, Ruth and Dorothy Kendall Bracken.
Readers. Boston: Heath, 1957.

Making Better

Thomas, Ellen Lamar and H. Alan Robinson. Improving Reading
in Every Class: A Source Book for Teachers. Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 1972o
Viox, Ruth G., Evaluating Reading and Study Skills in the
Secondary Classroom. Newark, Delaware:
International
Reading Association, 1968.
Weiss, M. Jerry. Reading in the Secondary Schools.
The Odyssey Press, Inc., 1961.

New York:

Hood, Evelyn N. and Marjorie Hescott Barrows. Reading Skills.
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